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CHRONICLE

THE A,LIIÄ,NCE IN IEOPA'RDY

ure is no antediluvian notion' It

ich has been Pursued bY all Peo-

their societY for anY length of

ions have Perished' North Afri-

ca in the llth century' and later Venice and Spain' declined as they

öi;ä irtriilót¿tâtds, the primary sqlrc,q of raw materials for

tf,ålïip, if,.t gave them'contiol of the Mediterranean sea lanes.

Our ancestors internalized nature, which inspired and even forged

;;;y ù;ñit tnd mvths. The Taoist hermits living in the seclusion

;litídñriains symbolized the sources of life: the trees of Para-

;ir;;ih. i;; of life' Taoism is based on the concept of a world in

a state of flux, a regenerated world, and stresses harmonious inter-

action between the body and the Universe'

Greek m1'ths abound in stories of children miraculously saved by w.ild

Ur.tit',it. fr¿ them. Hermes was the god of shepherds' the.spirit

tv-fttitft.ùitr¿ stones, His son Pan was ittyUti¿ god' half-man;half-

,.'irrrLã"¿ the nymphs were the first divinities of wild nature.

, the peoples of India have all been fas-

ânimãts. uinous, Buddhists, and Jains

all forms of life, Mythicalbirds, mon-

kevs as the allies of gods and men, the cow as the primary source

;ilif;;ttá ,irpit*tíwho bring rain and luck' have inspired some

of the fine$ works of Indian art'

And of course, Adam and Eve were driven from Eden into the wilder-

;;;;,;;A;il; forced to contend with hostile nature which thev had

to learn to subdue and civilize'

African prayer plumbs the mysterious depths of the soul and its rela-

tionship with nature, ut i,uät'¿ in thii epiphanic declamation of

tte ,naiters of Kore, a Bambara initiation society: (extract)

"You, the first, sre the ueutor ol all things;

,;; i,rr;t jisn)ioned att uestur s and you have spoken;

yâ,, n*rlt 
^rttiptied 

the beasß of the bush"'

You huve ueuted nt äii*o'ut 
"bessts 

and the tiny lßhes and the

reptiles,.,"

Nature is deeply rooted in the social life of the American Indians'

1ñr,, int aUitànts of the New World are profoundly attached to.their

;;äil;;;;ñ their land, to maize, to the bison' In their poetic ac'

;;il;iC;..tion, the Ñävah0s narrate that "Rivers began to flow

t.*i¿ tft, f.tr cir¿inat points' In the East was a place ølled Maize

ilî;h; West anotheicalled the Standing Reed"'"

All these people were passionately devoted.to their gods' their heroes'

.r¿"lf,riiCiä.tor, and to naturê which they associated with them,

îh; ilìù.tr;etationstrips between man and nature confer meaning

;;ä;;îtñiv un¿,*irtrnce, we are the heirs of these peoples

and nature is a stage we must pass through as we build our future'

Have we lo$ sight of this alliance with "Mother Nature"? Has na-

;;;lrñ, a rãsource that we squander, the mirror of our aesthetic

;;ìil;; iuto*torv where wõ sarisfy our scientific curiosity? Is

nature still an oasis of Peace?

EDITORIAL

ln this special issue, we have sought to introduce a new diversity
into the dialectic of IUCN.

we have invited a number of eminent people unfamiliar with lucN
to express their views on present-day nature conservation, on social
and economic development, on cooperation between States and
on the challenges of the future. And to share with us their indivi-
dual outlook on the world. ln a spirit of dialogue, they seek to
remind us of our responsibilities.

ln october, we are celebrating our 40th anniversary. we shall be
cast¡ng a backward glance over the years of struggle, discoveries,
frustrations and hope. But our overriding concern is continuity.
ln the post-forties period, we must continue to nurture solidarity
between men and women who are striving to build the future with
the riches of the living world.

only by forging this indispensable interaction between all peoples
can we secure a permanent and lasting dignity for mankind by bet-
ter management of our planet's natural resources.

Pierre Portas

"Thg Emblem displayed on the first pagg of this Bulletin has

Extractfrom Vol. II, No. I,

J

"Just

(Mircea

secularizationofthe,s aNatureas product
the resultmans0 too is profanehanúwork,God'stheof Cos¡nos,

Eliade)existence.humanofdencralízationaof
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Corsican deer (Cervus elaphus corsicanus)
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THE TWITIGHT OF NATURE THE STIRRING OF ^A,W^H,RENESS

I iliÍf il;äf,iiilå',{iffi ,tiiü'il'ri,ft,fr
upheavals on a global scale.

During the lgth century, economic problems became an all'engrossing

issue. The fir$ indu$rial revolution radically transformed society,

bringing widespread economic in$ability in its wake' Alienated from

the earth, man was no longer master of what he produced. Society

was riven by class $ruggles. Strikes, tedundancies and unemploy-

ment were rife, Of the first 60 years of our century, eleven were spent

in worldwide conflicts and almo$ as many in colonialwars. The pace

of economic developments was too swift for man to grasp their in-

I ifn,nfri.* H{'iri'i;x
on its territory,ln1423, King Ladislas Jagellon of Poland promul-

gated a law re$raining the hunting ofwild horses, elks and aurochs,

Hunting was banned in the Swiss canton of Glarus from 1569 until
the 20th century and a fifth of its territory was placed in reserves

and managed according to the medieval principles of land use.

In Austria, the idea of nature conservation was present in germinal

form in the privileges ofthe medieval Frankish kings. In France, the

Dr Poul Sarasin (1856 - 1929), first President oî the Swiss League for
the Protection oÍ Naturc (LSPN) Credit: LSPN

fitst legal protective measures were enshrined in a Decree of 13 Au-
gu$ 1861 concerning the landscaping of the State Forest of Fon-

tainebleau, where a natural reseive had been established in 1853 at

the in$igation of a group of French painters, In the United States,

1872 saw the creation of special organizations devoted to the protec-

tion of nature, and the terms "national parks" and "sanctuaries"
were coined. A number of associations for the protection of fauna

were founded in the 19th and early 20th centuries: these included the

Deutscher Verein zum Schutz der Vogelwelt in 1875, the British Royal

Society for the Protection of Birds in 1889, the Society for the Preser-

vation of the Wild Fauna of the Empire in 1903, and the Permanent

Wild Life Protection Fund in the USA in 1913. Other organizations

for the protection of nature and particularly for the e$ablishment

of reserves were founded, including the SÒciété pour la Protection

des Paysages (France) in 1901, the Vereniging to Behoud van Natuur-

monumenten in Nederland in 1904, the Ligue Suisse pour la Protec-

tion de la Nature in 1909 and the Society for the Promotion of Na-

ture Reserves (UK) in 1912, Famous academies were also founded.

These included the Société helvétique des sciences naturelles, inau-

gurated in 1815, which was instrumental in the creation of two other

illu$rious in$itutions: the Swiss League for the Protection of Na-

ture and the Swiss National Park, Following the impetus given by

18th century writers, Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859)promoted

the idea ofprotection hand in hand with ecological theory. The cre-

ation, life, became a natural monument.

Human progress was hampered by the de$ruction of nature, and from

the l9th century 0n man sought to implement international meas-

ures for the protection and management of the environment and plant

and animal species.

"His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of Bohemia, etc,, and

Apo$olic King of Hungary, acting also on behalf of His Highness

the Prince of Liechtenstein, His Maje$y the Emperor of Germany,

King of Prussia, in the name of the German Empire, His Majesty

the King of the Belgians, His Maje$y the King of Spain and, in her

o\ryn name, Her Majesty the Queen..," So run the opening words

of the preamble to the International Convention for the Protection

of Birds, signed in Paris in 1902.

The new nations considered it their moral duty to posterity to preserve

the wild animal and plant world, whose roots are anchored in the

collective unconscious. One oÊthe fir$ organized movements was

founded in 1868 by German farmùìand foresters who were alarmed

at the destruction inflicted by insects due to a lack of predatots. At
the same petiod (1845), Dr Edward Baldamus, a distinguished or-

nithologist, proposed to the first Assembly of the German Ornitho-
logical Society that animals, and particularly birds, be protected. In-
itially rejected, his idea was revived in 1868. The international ap-

proach to the protection of flora and fauna dates from that period,

but was confined mainly to the Chancelleries and to enlightened scien-

tists and amateurs,
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d'unø Gommisgion consultatrvø
pour la

Protøction intørnationalø dø la flaturø

La correspondance avec le Gouvetnetnent et les Institutions d'un

Etat adl¡érant à la Conférence se fait par l'intermédiaire des meml¡res

de la Commission apparlenant à cet Etat,

Article 7.

La Commission rédigera son règlement:ntérieur et déterminera

dans chaque cas partictrlier son mode d'tction'

Procès-verbal linal

Au moment de procéder à la signature du présent Acte de fon-

tlation, tes délégués soussignés déclarent qu'il est entendu:

10 qu'aucune dépense obligatoire ne résultera pour les Elats de la

Iondation de la Commission consullalite ;

? que i'approbalion réservée à I'afisle 2, alinéa 3, est à I'initiatire

des délégués; de même les désignations diflérées. Iæs soussignés

s'emploieronl à ce que ces désignations interviennent lc plus lô1

possible,

Fail à Berne, le 19 novembre 1913.

Le* dëlégués

(Signé) Romberg, Conwenlz, von Böhm

fficfte de fiondaf,iott,

AÉicle Premier.

La Conférence décide la création d'une Commission consultative

pour la Protection internationale de la Nature'

Article 2.

La Commision est composée de deux délégués pour chaque Etat

ou Colonie autonome; chaque pays pourra confier à un seul délégué

les deux voix dont il dispose.

Les membres sont désignés par la Conférence sur la proposilion

des délégués de chacun des Etats qui y sont représenlés.

La désignation des délégués est soumise à I'approbation de leurs

Gouvernements respectifs.

Si une proposition n'est pas faite pendant la Conlérence, eìlc peul

l'être après la clôture au Cotrscil fédðral strisse. Les délégués proposés

sont considérés comme nonlmés par la Conférence'

Lorsqu'une vacance se produit, il y est pourYu par les soins du

Gouvernemenl intéressé.
Chaque nouvel Etat adhérent désigne son ou ses délégués.

A¡ticle 3.

La Commission est considérée comme conslituée dès que les délé-

gués de neuf Elats sont désig'nés. Elle doit se réunir au moins lous les

lrois ans, Elle reste en foncJions jusqu'à la réunion d'une nouvelle

Conférence.
La réunion d'une nouvelle Conlérence sera de droit dès qu'elle

sera demandée par la maiorité des Etats représentés dans la Com-

mission,

A¡ticle 4.

La Commission procède à l'élection de son Président'

La Commission désignera, dans chacune de ses sessions, le lieu

de sa prochaine réunion.
La Vicelrésidence appartiendra à I'un des reprósentants du pays

oir aura lieu la réunion.

Àrticle 5,

Le siège de la Commission est à Bâle, tant qu'il ne sera pas changé

par tne Confórcnce nouvelle.

.\rticle 6.

Les attributions de la Commission sont les suivantes:

1" la réunion et le classement de toutes les données relatives à la Pro-

tection inlcrnationale de la Nalur€ et leur publicalion;

20 la propagande pour la Protection internatiotrale de la Nature' L'ac'

lion de la Commission s'exerce par I'intermédiaire de ses membres'

Allemagne
Amérique (Elals-Unis)
Ârgentine (République)
Autriche
Hongrie

Belgique

Danemarh

llspagne
l'¡ance

Grande-Brelagtre
Italie
Non'ège
Pays-Bas

Portugal

Russie

Suéde

Suisse

Pleosonl Slouoll

F¡an"o Molina Salos

Georg Binder
Chsrles Kudn

J. ìlassarl
Heclor F. E. Jungersen

Froncisco de Regnoso

Edmon¡l Pertíer, Bouuier,

Berr de Turíque, Lorìeur, llolheg
N. Cl¡arles Rolhschild
Paulucci ite' Calbolí

N. Wille
J. Th. Oudemons, Ad. Burdel

toaquím Pedroso

Grëgoìre Koieu,níkow
Eínar Lænnberg

L. Forrer, Poul Sarasín, J. Coa:,

U. Meísler, PauI-L. ìlercanlon,
Th. Sluder

Les secrétaires,

Allred Bonzon'

S' Drunies'

Jean Rou¡'
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illPN's Founding Fathers' Group photo of the delegates who ottended the conference at the Château of Fontaineblea'' **'å,IOl''"'9'jt!'î"'Jt!Ñ

ternal logic, and indu$rial progress inflicted incalculable damage on

natural resources.

I 948,

as marked bY on of the

greater cooPe dation of

its sPecialized co' anew

dialogue was initiated.

The seeds of this idea had been sown in l9th century Europe, at a

time when romanticism and rationalism were in ferment, It was also

less vessel from shipwreck.

In ofPeoPles

du nshiP with

iss conservati

cial link, The concept of protection evolved towards that of conser-

vation, which implies the management of natural resources and there-

fòre túe active participation of man - the desttoyer, tepairet and

beneficiary of the riches of his environment.

Henceforth, the right to self-preservation was inseparably linked with

the preservation õf nature.-The discussion pivoted around man's

bulletin

which were perceived as ob$ructive and even antagonistic to prevailing

social patterns,

Western man's alienation from his natural envitonment had thrust

him into a worldwide conflict with his vital support' Pragmatically

and judiciously, he attempted to make amends and repair the damage'

It wâs in the Úe$ that the universal movement for the protection

of nature was born.

The reasons for protecting nature were many and vatied, reflecting

the values of theìocieties concerned. Aesthetics and science were to

eadY

äii
ted States (theYellowstoneNation 886)'

in Canada 118t?), in New Zealand (1894) and in South Africa (1898)'

In Europe, the idea of protection and the creation of nature reserves

captureå ihe public imagination. The underlying motivation was

uiilitarian rather than sciéntific or aesthetic, drawing its inspiration

irom the romantic view of creation. The social aspect was dominant

-- th. ptopon.nts of the movement were private citizens in need of

green ùelti and open countryside, and the-nobility who possessed pri-

iate hunting preierves. There was a single exception: the Swiss Na-

tional Parkl'founded in 1914, was a natural sanctuary devoted to

stiict proteótion, scientific research and tourism, thanks to the ef-

forts of Paul Sarasin.

From the outset, basic and often divergent approaches prompted

Western countries and their colonies to resort to a common instru-

ment to create "islands of wild nature".

The British formulated a definition of a National Park, which was

adopted at intemational level in 1933, at the London Conventiont'

The Swiss Government created a national park while protected areas

were set aside in the United Kingdom, The Netherlands, and Ger-

many as a result of private initiatives.

Two schools of thought predominated: one sought to exclude peo-

ple from sensitive areás, while the other advocated that natural land-

icapes be made available for use, aesthetic enjoyment and recreation.

However, our history is also a pioneering exploit' It took courage to

effectivelY.

8
1

' This conference
um, France, EgYPt,
Africa, and the Un
reserves and nation
and laid down Princ



M.ATURITY

the last great.

Dr Charles Jean Bernard, Jounding President
and honorary President of IUPN/IUCN. Born
in Geneva on 5 December 1876, died in Ams-
lerdam on 29 luly 1967.
Credit: IUPN/IUCN.

Far-sightedness, confidence, courage, tenacity and audacity

were the hallmarks of IUCN's early years, during which it
was known as the International Union for the Protection of Nature.

The doctrine of the protection 0f nature was $ill dominant but,the

diversity of the world made it necessary to reorganize knowledge.

Human ecology made its debut, although the older tools such as the

promulgation of regulations and the creation of nature reserves and

national parks for the safeguarding of species of flora and fauna for
purely scientific or aesthetic reasons were not abandoned.

Between 1956 and 1969, IUCN consolidated its foundations and its

Salzburg 1953. Left to right: Dr Ch. J. Bernard, first IUPN President (1948 to 1954) and Presí-
denl of the Swßs Leaguefor the Protection oÍ Nature. Mrs Marguerite Cørom, Secretar, þ f,-P.
Harroy, and later Editor of the IUPN/IUCN Bulletin (1953 to 1960). Mrs Caram also held office
as Assistont Secretary General Prof, Jean-Paul Harroy, first Secretary General of IUPN (1948
to 1955). Prof. Roger Heim, IUPN/IUCN President (1954 to 1958), member of the Institute of
France and Dlrector of the Nationol Museum of Natural History in Paris,
Credit: IUPN/IUCN
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sify its scientific activities and carry out field programmes' so that

it óould be more deeply involved in action on the ground and more

closely in touch with realities.

escalating to dangerous levels.

ny with ecological imPeratives.

I
I

.X
trl
,'ltt

experience, It became a forum where the five continents met and spo-

kesmen for States and for the general public joined forces, There was

no interruption in the sixties and seventies, and yet the paradigm of con-

servation, flora, fauna and its biotope was transformed, The change

\ryas more than semantic. The chain of cause and effect \ryas broken.

In 1961, the IUCN headquarters were transferred from Brussels to

Morges in Switzerland. New clothes, new people, new places. Its pærs,

who were concerned by the new dimensions of progress, growth and

the impact of technology, refocused IUCN's activity in the light of
prevailing economic and social conditions.

1968: IUCN/Unesco: A long standing friend-
ship, Left to right: Pro!. Reino Kalliola, Fin-
lsnd; Mr, H. Flon, France; Dr Harold.L Coo-
lidge, United Stotes (IUCN President); Dr. F.
Fraser Darlíng, United Kingdom ; Mr Johan-
nes Goudswøard, The Netherlands; and ProJ.
J.-P. Harroy, Belgium, Credit: Unesco.

910

ley during an excursion.



Sbutletin
TOMORROW

Man chooses what he believes to be essential, he introduces a choice

so that he can manage his vital support more effectively' Yet too often

Western societies do not listen to the lessons of the past.

May 1968 dealt a powerful blow to prejudices which took root after

Woild War tl, Thê Hippie s shook moral certainties in the West by in-

and to break out of his human loneliness so that the world, where he

lives as a guest, can permeate him more completely.

Tomotrow, will man be able to reconcile this inescapable reciproci

ty, this double challenge , by making the best use of the renewable

rióhes of nature for his benefit and that of his descendants, while

respecting or caring for all forms of life for what they are and

safèguarding, as far as possible, their right to survival?

IUCN is the same

Righrs" (1948), wh

liberty and security

it is imperative that
is responsible for his future,

The international movement for the protection of nature has not

perished. Its attitude and language, which $emmed from the "man

ieisus nature" dialectic and later the "development-conservation"

' Extracts from messages received by IUCN on the occasion of its

40th annÌversarY)

t nH{
,* .f t futute in which the overexploitation of,natural resources

iî,h;ïtil;,niriou, tntláito his iurvival' particularlv when this

*äiñ ärt-.ttprti,¿ îv iátgt-t*t' modifications in climatic

systems.

Consuming less with greater care, diversity of the

ìítlö;;id;,si¿ooisrv are not a hvpothetical

är*;;;;t\ archaic pa$' Rat ing the founda-

iiont-ot a new, enlightened code of ethics'

Our diversity enables us to li$en to the world and to act globally'

But the challenge ortun¿t ,utn greater solidarity and supportif.we

are to accomplish our turi,. lt isît ttre utmost urgency to mob.iliæ

;ii*il;;;;ñt, una goìtint'ntal foræs and our 40th Annivet-

,.iy tttôtr¿ precipitate greater solidarity'

rhree radical changes char acteriædlu 
irìi,i,',î.il3jäÏ'ii'l[ill

moil
natio

State

territ
from the destructive behaviour of man'

nature. The crisis of awareness forced the intelligentsia to become

oreanized and to draw uP a blu

wis in fact onlY a stage in the in

alities who since 1910 had bee

that an international bodY for

"lnternational" was indeed.the key w9r{' Th9 awakening latio¡-

Sht";;;"d the need to ttanscend ttteir frontiers' to appeal to the

;rïffi;;ffintin¿ un¿ oittte world' and to gather together those

;;,ü;iilttuiìont tttut had been created since the mid'l9th centu-

ö,îffiilh;i, joint eflorts could provide.the.necessary drive to

äi;Ñ;if"tiveiv the problems that l¡v ahead'

A privileged site where biosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere meet - the Danube della, Rumania

The second radical change occurr

IUPN. It was sanctioned bY a sY

word "protection" in its title was

so IUPN became lucN' The reas 

is a dearth of information about

e Union. The transition took Place

tion to nature. Man the Protecto

the treasures of nature und ptrtrturt his.natural heritage from the

ffirai;;;;upprtitrt of otlier men' He detaches man from nature'

'Åiïffi*ä'tre.ïtitt irttt nututt 
'un 

and should be disrupted

for the benefit oil,urun totirty to ,ntut, its development'.But this

;;;bi;il;hout¿ u, carried out within reasonable limits which pet-

mit the renewal of naturai'iesources' In this context' nature's-role

ililìl;;irr. It mu$ be,uuservient t0 man,s project, satisfy_aesthetic

criteria and prouiOe a peaceiut setting within which useful and harmful

;ätJ;il;;t*lt rãr'u¡it--thosã we want to live with and those

we don't.

' Extracts from messages recetved by |UCN on the occasion of its

40th anniversarY)

Cred¡t: WWF/Dr M. Leisk
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Ei in Graz: e$ab-

lis the que$ion of

th

Convention is signed by 19 countries'

1922 International Council for Bird Preservation (ICBP) e$ablished

in London.

tensions.

1929 E$ablishment of the International Office for the Protection
-- - 

ãiñuture with Headquarters in Brussels, The office would be

incorPorated later into IUPN're33 ilrüüll
Africa.

lg42LondonConventiononNatureProtectionandWildlifePreser-
vation in the Western HemisPhete'

1946 International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling'

tion of Resources (UNSCCUR)'

1953 Fir$ Bulletin'

1954 Paris entionfortheProtectionofBirdsand

the L Convention for thePrevention ofPol'

lution of the Sea bY Oil'

1956 At the General Assembly held in Edinturgh' IUPN becomes

IUCN - the Internationil Union lot Conservotion of Nature

and Natutal Resources'

196l Morges Manife$o signed by 16 eminent.personalities from the

world of science an"rl busiiess results in the creation of the

Wórld Wildlife fun¿ WWÐ now known as the World Wide

Fund for Nature.

1966 IUCN focus on environmental problems in therile$ (pollution
'-"' 

õ; Cenirar Assembly held in Lucerne, Switzerland'

re68 Í?il;

Intergovernmental Basis

iói tñe nationat U Conservation of Resoutces

of ttre giosphere organized by o in Paris (4'13 September)'

1969 Tenth General Assembly of IUCN il New Delhi' India' Pro-
" "- 

f;-;d shift in emphasis in tucN's activities, priority being given

ið-u¿¿t"ting the basic causes of conservation problems '-

prevention in addition to cure'

l97l Meeting in Founex, Switzerland, in June leading to the-publi-
^- ' ' 

,tittãfi'Development and Environment: Report and twork-

itg l.p"t of a Pänel of Experts Convened by the Secretary-

ótnrtil of the United Nations Conference on the Human

Environment".

l9?2 United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (Stock'

holm
impa
leads

ment Programme) and

Environment'
Ããtpttt Uv the General Assembly of Unesco of the Conven-

iion'Con"ining it, prot.rtion óf the World Cultural and

Natural Heritage.

l9?4CreationoftheConventiononlnternationalTradeinEndan.

Strategies held in Mexico in Octobet'

lgT5ConventiononWetlandsoflnternationallmportanceespæially'- - 
ut Wui.rfowl Habitat (Ramsar) comes into force'

1977 FiI$ lntergovernmental Conference on Environmental Educa-

tion, Tbilisi, USSR.

Únited Nations õonference on Desertification organized by

UNEP.

1980 A peaceful revolution -- nubligalgn of the World Conserva-'-'- 
iù'n itrutegy 0uóÑ, wwn, uunp in collaboration with un-

esco and FAO).

ile CfoUA ZUÍf Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-

Fir$ CenturY (USA)'

1982 Adoption by the UN General Asembly of the World Charter

for Nature pr.putrd *ittt theassistance of IUCN (28 OctobeÙ'

develoPment.

HrsToRrc LANDMARKS (1 B B 5-19 B 7)

By way of preamblg a few extracts from the Foreword

to the Fir$ International Congress for the Protection of
Naturc (Fauna and Flora, NaturalSites and Monuments),

held in Paris from 3l May to 2 June 1923):

"For a long timg the need to protect the beauty and riches of nature

from man's ever-increasing depredation had been evident to those who
perceived its long-term consequences and to those who were simply

distressed by the destruction already accomplished. This led, in the
past, to a number of judicious individualinitiatives for the e$ablish-
ment of reserues on large private e$ates. It also led, from the la$
quarter of the nineteenth century on, to the foundation of regional

and national protection societies. One of the most famous of these

is now actively committed to the furtherance of conservation in the
USA.

For many years, howeve¡ a consensus between governments on this
issue was sadly lacking. This was allthe more regrett¿ble in that numer-

ous species of marine animals and migratory birds, and many birds

of plumage and fur-bearing mammals or other animals which were

the source of a lucrative worldwide trade, could only be saved from
extinction by international agreements. Countries who lagged behind
in the protection of fauna, flora, soils or sites had to be encouraged

to emulate the example of the more progressive nations.

The earliest of these events took place twenty years ago: the Second

Congrès internationøl dArt public, held at the Congrès de lAssociu-
tion littéroire et ortistique internationole, in September 1905 in Liège,

A motion by Mr Raoulde Clermont'that the necessary steps be taken

to create national parks for the purpose of saving indigenous animals,

plants and minerals from de$ruction' \ryas adopted.

The idea was taken a stage further in Augu$ 1909 at the Congrès in-
ternational pour la Protection des Paysages. In a report on the 'Pro-
tection de la Faune et de la Flore en relation avec les Paysages', Mr
l¡uis Ternier supported Mr de Clermont by proposing the conserva-

tion of certain rare animals, such as the European bison, the elk, the

ibex, the beaver, the wood grouse, the bearded vulturg the golden

eagle and several other species on the verge of extinction.

At a later Congrès de lAssocistion littërairc et urtistique inlernation-
ale,held in September l9l0 in Luxemburg, Mr de Clermont moved

a motion of broader scope to the effect 'that pursuant to the proposal

of Mr President Roosevelt an International Conference be held at The

Hague with a view to the unification, as far as possiblg of the legis-

lation on "natural monuments" of artistic, scientific, historical or
legendary interest, and that an international federation of all socie-

ties for the preservation of riches of artistic or natural value or regional

intere$ be set upl In this way, States were encouraged to harmonize
legislation and coordination of private initiatives was fostered,

The goal was explicitly formulated at the Congress of the same As-

sociation held in Paris in l9ll, where Mr de Clermont submitted a

draft diplomatic convention for the creation of an international bureau

for the protection of regional art and for the protection of nature.

And the Congress the Association convened in 1913 at Scheveningen
(The Hague) adopted a motion by Mr de Clermont urging the crea-

tion of a $anding international Commission and an international
Bureau or Office which would serue as a clearing house for docu-
ments and information concerning the protection of natural sites and
monuments.

Meanwhilg at the Eighth International Zoological Congress, which
met in Graz in Augu$ 1910, Dr Paul Sarasin of Basel had proposed

that an international commission for the worldwide protection of na-

ture be set up. At the in$igation of the Swiss Federal Government,

an International Conference for the Protection of Nature was held
in Bern on 17 November 1913.

The Conference set up a standing consultative Commission for the
Protection of Nature whose headquarters were in Basel, and Dr Paul
Sarasin was appointed President. The following year, the Commis-
sion published a fine volume containing the reports and discussions

of 1913, and until its demise achieved very valuable practical resultsl'

1885 Convention on Salmon Fishing in the Rhing Berlin.

1895 International Conference on the Protection of Birds held in Paris.

1900 Conference on the Protection of African Mammals, London,

1902 International Conference on the Protection of Birds held in Paris.

1909 President Roosevelt convenes a world conference at The Hagug

6 January, where 45 nations discuss the be$ means of protect-

ing global natural energy resources and draw up an inventory

of the natural resources vital to the economy.

First International Congress for the Protection of Landscapes,

Paris, 17-20 October.

l9l0 Fifth InternationalOrnithological Congress meets in Berlin in
June; decision to e$ablish a permanent organization concerned

with bird protection.

l3
1960 At the General Assernbly held in Warsaw' a decision is taken
""" ;;;;;tf;itti nru¿q*tters fiom Belgium to Switzerland'
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and pillar of the Union, Harold Coolidge (USA), It was at these meet-

ings^that the first action programme of our young institution was

drawn up,

If we are to make an accurate assessment of the fir$ lines of action

that the union laid down and then strove to follow from the outset,

we need to situate ourselves in the context of the time '

are the broad outlines of the first programme the Council drew up in

1948 and asked me to implement untilmy departure in 1955:

l) Fir$ and foremost, to make the Union know

and officially recognized, until the Íecommen

ed in Assembly by the Union finally canied we

international authorities,

2) To weld the tiny embrYonic

naturalists alreadY converted to

tantly expanding, worldwide netw

Third World) of 'conservationists

in English) from all walks of life:

vantsJpioíeer ecologists, field workers, lawyers, directors of NGOs,

un¿ tóin, who knew one another personally, who cortesponded with

one anothêr, who exchanged documents, and who helped one another'

3) In so far as the Union's meagre resOurces permitted initially, and

íhile constantly $riving to increase them, to start promoting at na-

tional level, and particularly in the Third world,

o information and education of the public and authorities;

o local actions on behalf of conservation, particularly through legis'

lation, administration and voluntary work;

o coordinated ecological research of every kind, especially into iden-

tification and conirol of processes known to be regressive, which

wete gathering momentum worldwide, and whose principal out-

.o*rïut the planetary demographic explosion, which even then

had reached alarming ProPortions;

. t0 participate voluntarily in every major international action on

behalf of the "protection 0f nature".

In that particular world context, so different from that of today, wJrich-

*utt Uä borne in mind in any objective assessment of the work of

iht piont.*, what did IUPNdo between 1948 and 1955 to achieve

these various objectives?

The conferences at Lake success in 1949 gave a magnificent send off

to the pursuit of objective Number l, thanks to unesco. concurrently

with tire UNSCCÙR, an important international technical confer-

ence on the protection of nature co-sponsored by Unesco and IUPN,

was held at ihe United Nations. The general secretariat was entrust-

ed to the Secretary General of the Union.

The Council resolved to pursue this policy of regular personal con-

tacts and initial interdiscìplinary collective $udies and discussions

for several years by holding an annual conference, by organizing.a

ittftnirulmäeting at each GãneialAssembly, then held at two'yearly

inieiuatt (Brusseìs in 1950, Caracas in lg52,Copenhagen in 1954)'

and by coivening additional, purely technica'lmeetings (The Hague

tgjt,"sulrUutg ilsl¡. ttrete èvents involved intensive preparation

and generatedãn enormous quantity of publications' Later, they were

t6

THE EARLY

YEARS

time as 'ecological'.

Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources'

Today the question is often asked: what were the primary objectiv_es

oiiU'CÑ;t f*nders following its foundation? Here, in a nutshell,

Jean-Paul HAßR?Y

Secietary Genersl of the Union from 1948 to 1955 and President of
iß InternationulCommßsion on Nutional Purks from 1966 to 1972

In 1948, I was appointed Secretary General of the Institute fol Scien-

tific Research in CentralAfrica (IRSAC) after 13 years as Director

of the Institute of National Parks of the Belgian Congo (IPNCB)

in Brussels and severalyears in Africa as Curator of the Albert Na-

tional Park (Kivu, Belgian Congo) and later of Garamba National

Park (Uele),

As the result of a certain set of circumstances, at the Fontainebleau

Conference (October 1948) at which the Union was founded, the can-

didate presumptive for the post of Director of the new institution

had to be replaced at the last minute, I was present, as the fifteenth

member of the Belgian delegation. How and why did the choice

devolve on me? Could it be that, in addition to my experience of
tropical national parks, I had already published Prolégeons la Na'

ture, elle.nous le rendra in 1946 and two years previously my (con-

troversial).Ay'ique, Tene qui meurt, Ia dégradation des sols africoins

sous I'influence de la colonísstion? Whatever the reason, on 5 0c-

tober 1948, I was elected Secretary General of the International

Union for the Protection of Nature. At the same time, I became Direc'

tor of the International Office for Protection of Nature, which had

been set up in 1929 in Brussels by the great Dutch precursor, P, G,

van Tienhoven. I was well acquainted with this Office - its Head-

quarters were in the same premises as the In$itute of National Parks

of the Belgian Congo (IPNCB), My mandate was to incorporate it
into IUCN, which as a result would inherit its valuable library,

The laurels for the physical birth of IUPN are shared by the Swiss

League for the Protection of Nature, which had organized two

preliminary conferences at Basel and Brunnen (1946, 1947), the

Government of France, which sponsored the Fontainebleau Confer-

ence, and Unesco, still in its infancy, which lent its patronage to the

Union and supplied some of the vital 'bread and butter money' for

its first months of activity.

In recognition of the important role played by the Swiss League, its

Presi{ent, Dr Charles Bernard, was appointed President of IUPN,

a post he held until 1954, France also supported the Union in its ear'

ly stages, in particular in the person of Professor Roger Heim, who
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HOW THE UNION TOOK SHAPE
Max N|CHOLS0N|í

Origins of IUPN

Almo$ immediately after the end of tWorld War II the Swiss League

for the Protection of Nature took steps to resurrect the Consultative

Commission for the International Protection of Nature, established

at Baselin l9l3 but aborted by World War L In my recent book,

The New Environmental Age, I have described how an arbitrarily
convened group from seven countries, said to represent l6 organiza-

tions "at the instance of their Swiss hosts, took the opportunity, dur-

ing their tour of Switzerland, tq discuss the future of international

collaboration as regards the Protection of Nature.' ' In fact, not one

of the 16 present had any mandate. Although as head of the Lord

President's Office in London I was by chance the ranking govern'

ment officer present, I certainly had none, nor in fact had the UK

Government been given any warning of the talks. Nevertheless an

impressive record was published, including the two "provisional con'

çlusions" that, "in order to facilitate the cooperation of national so-

cieties concerned with the protection of nature and with the preser-

vation of amenities", an active international organization was desira-

ble, and secondly that "the national societies might well, it is sug-

ge$ed, consider this matter," 0n their own account the Swiss

League's representatives added as the $ing in the tail of these innocu-

ous sentiments their hope to submit to the Swiss Government sug-

gestions for, "future intergovernmental collaboration in regard tq

the Protection of Nature ." Promptly after these modest conclusions,

international conventions and in creating neïr, ones for the protec-

tion of species which are on the way to extinction."

the answer, That made it possible to secute as fir$ Secretary-General

twinned with a larger UN Conference on the Conservation and Utili-
zation of Natural Resources, in which big intere$s were involved.

The Years of Struggle

Three years after its unpromising origins the Union was thus plunged

into the midst of a new and exciting ball game, enabling it to rub

shoulders with governments and even offer them advice, as well as

enlisting powerful American conservationi$s. It was also well set to

appealto the scientific community, despite its peculiar conservation

commitment, as commanding some valuable channels of influence

as a fringe member of the United Nations family, But for Huxley's

unique understanding of its problems, and his vigorous timely spon-

sorship, it is questionable whether much of the Union's subsequent

achievement would ever have come about. Leading conservationists

such as Fairfield Osborn, Hal Coolidge, Ira Gabrielson and E'H.

Graham in the United States, and others in Scandinavia, the Low

Countries and France quickly rallied round, assuring the infant

Union of a citcle of powerful friends, who had been sadly missing

during its foundation.

Institutional support was however $illlacking, apart from the Muse-

um in Brussels, and the juvenile Nature Conservancy in London,

which felt an obligation to do its utmost to assist during the Union's

early struggles, Less itted itself by em-

barking on an ambit meetings in vari'

ous countries, which avely overstretch-

ing both its tiny staff and its volunteer officers and supporters,

Although often untidy, and sketchily followed up, these focused on

still neglected but important problems, and by showing the flag they

kept up enthusiasm through the early stages,

It was essential, however, to establish solid scientific credentials, and

this was faced at a landmark meeting in Copenhagen in 1954, when

Professor Roger Heim, head of the Museum National d'Histoire

Naturelle in Paris and a member of the Institut de Ftance, took on

the Presidency. I recall this Assembly as the fir$ occasion when the

held less frequently, But the Union was wellon the way to achieving
its first two goals. Its reputation grew, and the worldwide network
of'Conservationi$ Brethren' expanded and diversified in a marvel-
lous spirit of enthusiasm and friendship, A few figures will give some
idea of the growth: between the Brussels Assembly in 1950 and the
Copenhagen Assembly in 1954, the number of countries represented
by delegates observer$,increased fiom 18 to 31,
the number than nationals ofthe host country
from ó7 to of non-Europeans fiom l0 t0 23,
(N.B, The Copenhagen Assembly was the first to which the USSR
sent delegates.)

a paragon of understanding, and patience, a veritable ',patron of
the arts". Quite frankly, the supreme virtue of the po$-Fontainebleau
pioneers was to have left IUPN alive, fairly widely known, and es-

teemed after seven years of financial acrobatics and austerity. The
reproach is occasionally levelled at them that they mercilessly
sacrificed the rigour of the scientific approach to a form 0f "sur-
vival" empiricism. This seems to me totally unwarranted. And I would
add, in closing, that these years of budgetary gloom would have had
a fatal outcome had a benevolent genius not done his utmo$ to pro-
cure financial "shots in the arm" for the Secretariat, a thousand dol-
lars one day, three thousand the next. The arrivals of these wind-
falls at the rue Montoyer was greeted by dances of joy. Need I men-
tion that this good genius was none other than Harold Coolidge?
Thanks, once again, Hal!

My mission to retrace the protohistory of the Union is no\ry accom-
plished. Let me just add that my connections with the Union were
not severed in 1955. In fact they even became close again from1962
to 1972, the year when my fascinating term of office (which coincid-
ed with decolonization) as President 0f the IUCN Intelnational Com-
mission on National Parks came to an end and the English edition
of the lengthy United Nstions Lßt of Notionsl Parks and Equiva-
lent Reserves (602 pages plus 102-page Addendum) was published
(the French edition was published in 1967), a document that took
me six years of hard labour.

What's more, I stillhaven't severed my contacts with Gland. In 1985,

I had the pleasure of leading an IUCN-WWF mission to Kinshasa
which obtained President Mobutu's wholehearted and decisive sup-
port for the major white rhino/Garamba project inZaire,

It only remains for me in concluding to say how happy I am that
my old "baby", IUCN, and its young brother WWF have become
what they are today - two of the best power-generating plants, along-
side UNEP and going far beyond the role of the Bruntland Commis-
sion. May they continue to stir the.conscience of human communi-
ties in the tragic throes of a demographic explosion, whose very sur-
vival is threatened by the progressive planet-wide plunder of their
natural resources and their living environment,

Brussels, June 1988

Translated from French
nd before his bosses could catch their breath,

committed to sponsoring an InternationalUn-

of Nature, which none but he knew or cared

anything about. The Swiss promoters, Dr Charles Jean Bernard and

Johann Buttikofer, kept their cool, and followed the ball into its un-

expected goal, Whatever c¡iticisms may be made again$ them, it is

fair to add that but for theír pertinacity and negotiating skills no such

project would have got off the ground, Despite the quality of 
1l-t9y

èfforts, it was nevettheless widely seen to be essential to e$ablish

the new body as an independent scientific foun-

dation. A generous offer to base t NationalMuse-

um at Brussels, with its scientific sources, proved

Immediate steps \ryere taken to initiate "IUPN Pro Natura actions"
in the five continents, It would be pointless to present the results here.

The groundwork for these first concrete actions was laid after Fon-
tainebleau in the solid work of the Commissions: Survival Service,
then Education, closely followed by Legislation.

Numerous proposals for national associations for the protection of
nature were put forward or supported, often successfully, by the
Union. The Ba llet in w as launched in I 95 3. A publication in two volumes

"The State of the Protection of Nature in the Wolld in 1950" was
published in 1952. Allthe minutes of the technicalmeetings were püb-
lished and circulated, And these are only a few of its accomplishments.

Finally, at the international level, IUCN's crowning achievement at
that time was the crucial role it played in convening, organizing (l
was the general rapporteur) and publishing the Proceedings of the
Internationul Conference for the Proteclion of the Fauna ond Floro
of Africa (Bukavu, Belgian Congo, 1953) cf. the above-mentioned
London Convention in 1933. Another important international initia-
tive was that even before my departure in 1955 we were already dis-
cussing the idea mooted by Peter Scott and others of setting up a

partner organization to IUPN, a semi-governmental organization,
which would be better equipped to raise private funds and finance
projects. And so, in 1961, the World Wildlife Fund, now the World
Wide Fund for Nature, came into existence,

To complete this overview by a final apologia for the warriors of
the fir$ decade, I would say that their outstanding merit was to have

"kept going", Financial worries were their daily lot, even though
both the premises and the Secretary General's time were loaned free
of charge by IRSAC - the latter on a part-time basis, in other words
after 5,30 p.m. and during his free hours! The only fulltime "officer"
was the unforgettable Marguerite Carcm, And the $aff of the
Secretariat, four years after Fontainebleau, consisted ofthree dedi-
cated, underpaid souls, who were often obliged to work into the night,

Dues, which were quite nominal for the first government-members
(Switzerland, Belgium), were often in arrears. Unesco subsidies were
earmarked for specific activities. The spectres of bankruptcy and li-
quidation were constantcompanions, Bruxelles Hayez, theprinter, was
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IUCN TURNS FORTYI
Allan GILLE

It was with the greatest pleasure that I accepted the request by the

Secretariat of thè Union, on the occasion of its Fortieth Anniversary,

meetings of the Executive Council

going into lengthy details of all tho

al that seemed to me of Particular i

cussions on the conservation of nature and its resources'

First of all, the International Technical Conference (Unesco/IUCN)

held at Lake Success ftom22to 29 August 1949, concurtently with

mental Studies and Conservation. (,.')

dent the cente-

nary )rigin of

Spò, oundation

oil 1964' ("')

to persuade delegates that we should send them a telegram emphasiz-

ing our concern and their responsibility for action, I fear the results

were zero, and eventually a much stronger and more mature Union
has had to join the fiay.

That may be taken as the end of IUCN's formative period, the sub-
ject of this highly condensed summary of the steps by which conser-

vation emerged from embryonic obscurity to become, as it now is,

a leading factor in the fortunes of planet Earth,

ÅPA6OS

(Extract$

Translated from French

8

From Protection
to Conservation

The ensuing GeneralAssembly in Edinburgh in 1956 was notable for
tackling such problems of public concern as treatment of damaged
lands, disposal of mining spoil, and scientific management of na-

ture reserves, as well as the relation of Ecology to Landscape Plan-
ning, It was at Edinburgh that, on the insistence of Fairfield Osborn,
the name was changed to the "lnternational Union for Conserva-
tion of Nature and Natural Resources" (IUCN). However unwieldy,
this title launched the Union into the real world, and began rallying
round it broader and more influential support, This was reinforced
by the creation of strong permanent Commissions, of which National
Parks soon made its name by undertaking the prestigious United Na-
tions List of Nationol Porks and Equivalent Reserves, and bringing
their Directors together in the first of the World Conferences on Na-
tionalParks -- a significant $ep in planting conservation worldwide,
The Survival Service, with its list of Endangered Species, also made

its mark, leading to the authoritative Red Data Books, while inter-
nationally important wetlands were raised to officially recognised sta-

tus by Project Mar and the Ramsar Convention, Initiatives leading

to the Charles Darwin Biological Station on Galápagos and to the

solution of the Serengeti crisis before the l96l Arusha Conference
added to the impact, This was further reinforced by the series of ef-
fective nature conservation films following Bernhard Grzimek's out-
standing SerengetiMusl Not Die.

Progress 0n s0 many fronts was unhappily not accompanied by suc-

cess in IUCN's housekeeping. The move to Switzerland, decided at
the Warsaw General Assembly in 1960, averted a danger of becom-

ing embroiled in a controversy over de-colonialization, and confirmed
international links, but the financial support, which had been held

out as an incentive for the move, was not forthcoming, and the

Union's Executive Board, with allits merits, proved unable to cope with
the mess into which its finances had fallen, Following Julian Hux-
ley's Afiican mission for Unesco in 1960 the scale of the emerging
tasks bur$ upon us. In close concert with IUCN under its President,
Jean Bear, plans were rushed through in London to set up a match-
ing but complementary body, called the World Wildlife Fund, Com-
posed of business men and other leading figures it \ryas to concen-

trate upon massive fundraising, professional public relations, influenc-
ing governments, and recruiting large-scale public support. IUCN,
being its scientific and conservation partner, would be entitled to ap-
propriate financial support fiom it,

\ Max Nicholson has been actively involved in the conservalion move-
ment for more than 40 yeors in the UK and on the international scene,
His inleresls ín ornithology and ecology led to his key role in many con-
servalion organizalions including IUPN qnd later IUCN. He was Choir-
man of lhe committee responsiblefor the establishment of WWF in 1961.
Pioneer in many oreas, one of his most in"fluential conlributions wqs to
the developmenl of urban ecology in the UK.

"lt ¡s not enough for a country to preserve its own natural
resources, since we are all dependent on each other, and the

waste ,of natural resources anywhere is important to all of
, us,"(Eleanzr Boosevelt, November'1952, IUPN Bulletin)

tfS IiLfS {üÁ\ü,

tyl uslr yl yAl'lï DB L" BY{}I,

lllï ü1\ l, À¡Pj\.00S ISü,ÂNlþS

j'y,i)I,UTll0ì\'s sffiü'$y- üNm0w

EI?OSTT¡OI¡ ORGÀN¡SEE PAR [T'II¡Où'I ¡NTERNATIONAIE POUI LA

ãò-xieìiùÃäoi DE l^ t{arun¡ ET DE sEs REssos¡RcEs sous tEs
a{rsPlcEs DE lt0NESco,

EXIII'ITþN OR@ANIU ED IY TI{E INTERilATIONAT U}¡IOil FON

èôîsÈ-nvailoN oF tËÀtrrRE AND X^TURAT nESOURCES UNDER ¡llE

AUS?tcEs of l¡0'{€seo .

Exhibition to celebrate the publication oJ

Charles Darwin's magnum opils Of the Origin
of Species by Natural Selection. Shortly beþre'
the òhartes Darwin Foundation for the Galdpa'
pos Islands had been.founded in Brussels un-

7er the ioint auspices of Unesco and IUCN'
Credil: Unesco.L
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environmental systems: of lhe complex

web of nature that we call the

biosphere. Only the best science will

give us such understanding. But if we

are to design appropriate actions, we

also need to know about the human

situation: about the needs of people,

and about their traditional wisdom - for

many so-called'primitive' people have a

deep understanding of how nature

works, and strong feelings about how

they want to live. Ihe solutions have to

be put together lrom a blend of the

rnsights provided by socral and

biological sciences and a sensitrvity to

human cultural values.

That is what IUCN does for it is a World

Conservalion Union that seeks real

solutions based on sound scientific
principles - and gets them applied in

sustainable development: in action that

improves the human condition, brings

people into balance with the

environment on which they depend, and

conserves lhe richness, beautY and

wonder of nalure.

HOW DOES IUCN

WORK?

The Union's mission ìs to Provide
knowledge and leadership for the

sustaìnable use of the planet's natural

resources. lt provides knowledge that is

the intellectual base for conservalion,

and can be sharpened into the practical

tools for sustainable development. lt

provides leadershìp that can guide

governments, aid agencies, non-

governmental organizations and local

communilies. lt helps governments to

develop international Conventions and

national laws on conservation. IUCN

initiative helped to create many well-

known international measures like the

Convention Concerning the Protection

of The World Cultural and Natural

Heritage, Convention on lnternational

Trade in Endangered Species, and the

Convention on Wetlands of lnternational

lmportance.

The World Conservation

Strategy: The basis for

act¡on

ln 1980 IUCN, in partnership with the

United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) and the World

Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) and in

collaboration wilh Unesco and the Food

and Agriculture Organization of the UN

(FA0), published the World

Conservation Strategy. This has been

hailed as the most imPortant

conservalion manifesto of the 1980s. lt

re-slates the intellectual base for

conservation. lts central therne is that

sustainable developmenl - action that

alters the environment so that it caters

more effectivelY for human needs,

without depleting renewable res0urces

- is essential if the world is to be free

from poverty and squalor, bul that

A WORLD

CONSERVATION

UNION IN ACTION

Strategies are useless unless they are

applied. As a World Conservation
Union, IUCN has developed the World

Conservation Strategy, and much else

besides, in four steps:

lnformation - The Union watches

over - monitors - what is happening

to the world's environment and

collects scientif ically-based data about

species and ecosystems.

Analysis - lt investigates the causes

of environmental change and

degradation in different places,

assesses the seriousness of different

problems, and determines options lor

solutions.

THE CONSERVATION

CHALLENGE

Are you worried about the state of our

world - the only known foolhold of life

in the universe? lf so, you are in good

company. The opinion polls show that

over 70% of people in Europe, 55% of

people in the United States and over

40% of people in Japan are seriously

Qoncerned about some aspect of their

environment. Millions more people in

the developing countries have even

sharper worries about their natural

resources. For many of lhem suffer

from "the pollution of poverty", forced

by the pressures of necessity to

destroy the forests to create
somewhere to grow food in, to cut the

lasl trees to fuel tomonow's cooking,

or to eat the seed corn wilhout which

there will be no more harvests. And

the pressures upon them are

aggravated by the demands made bY

wasteful over-consumption of

resources in the richer countries, by

distortions in the world's economic

and trading systems, and bY

inequities within their own countries.

We all know about the problems. The

pollution that threatens the balance of

the climate and has knocked a hole in

the screen of ozone in the upper air,

The fouling of rivers and acidification

of lakes. The creeping deserts and

receding woodlands. The depletion of

fisheries. The impoverishment of the

rich life of the earth, perhaps by as

much as one species a day - most of

them still undescribed by scìentists,

We lilerally do not know what we are

losing, But we all want the destruction

stopped.

How? By taking action that will work.

Not all at once: lhis is not an age of

universal miracles. But step by step,

so that the gains through wise

management slowly come to outweigh

lhe losses due to over-exploitation.

That action has to be fitted to the

setting where the problem lies. This,

in turn, demands understanding of

such development must be based on

resources that regenerate naturally

and can meet our needs indefinitely,

Destruction of tomorrow's foundations

in order to satisfy today's needs is

self-evident folly.

And within that developrnent we have

to find room for wild nature, which is a

spiritual enrichment as welì as, in a
very practical sense, the foundation of

our existence. lt is the processes of

wild nature that renew the oxygen in

the air, maintain the cYcles of

essential elements, sustain the fertillty

of the land, and regulate the flow of

rivers. We turn to wild nature for new

crops and new drugs, as well as for

the beauty that enriches our lives, The

World Conservation Strategy
emphasises that conservation and

sustainable development are not

enemies, but are inseparably one.

KEY CO¡NCLUS'OII,S OF THE WORLD

CONSERVATION STRATEGY

TheWortd Con;servation Stralegy (WCS)lays down three basic principles for

conservation: that essential ecological processes and lrfe-supporl systems

must be naintained; that genetic diversity nust be preserved; and thal any

use of species and eæsystens mustbe sustainable,

The WCS:

, defines the obþetives of living resource conservation;
, deternines the priority regutrenents for achieving each of the obieclives;

, proposes national conservation strategies to neet the priorily requirements;

, re;ænmends anticipatory envlronnental pol¡cies, a cross'sectoral

ænselation policy, and abroader system of national accounting;
. sqggesÍs ways ol helping ruralcommunities to conserve their livtng resources

and advæates greater public paflicipation in planning and decision-makrng

ænærning the use of living resources.

Planning - Drawing on information

and analysis, specialists consider how

to reverse destructive lrends and set

developmenl on a path to suslain-

abilily which is appropriate lo the local

setting,

Action - The Union designs actions,

provides advice and helps to carry

both through to conclusions, working

in close partnership with governments,

aid agencies, non-governmental
organizations and local groups and

communities. AII parts of the Union

are involved: we have an integrated

pfogramme.
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What is IUCN?

. The largest professional body in the
world that is working to care for the
soils, lands, waters and airs of our
planet and the life they support -
essenlial natural resources wilhout
which there can be no human
future.

. A body active in over 120 countries
in the world,

. A body whose members include 61

States and 128 governmenl
agencies - more than half of them
in developing countries.

. A body whose members also
include most of the famous non-
governmental conservalion
organizations - the nalional
branches of lhe World Wide Fund
for Nature (formerly the World
Wildlife Fund), the Siena Ctub, the
Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds, Fédération française des
Sociétés de protection de la nature,
lnstituto Mexicano de Becursos
Naturales Renovables, and over
400 others.

The only organization in the world in

which States, government agencies,
and non-governmental orga-
nizations participate equally in the
cause of conservalion.

A Worldwide Union - The World
Conservation Union

FACT SHEET 0N IUCN: THE WORLD CONSERVATTON UNTON

Founded:

' in 1948 at an international conference at Fontainebleau, France, under the sponsorship of the Government of France, lhe
Swiss League for the Prolection of Nature, and the United Nations Educational, bcientif ic'and Cullural Organiiaiion tUnrìròi

Membership:

' 61 States, including 20 from Africa, 5 from the Americas, 15 from Europe, and 21 from Asia and the pacific;

' 128 govønment agencies, ranging from the Administraclón de Parques Nacionales of Argentina to the Nature Resources
Board of Zimbabwe;

. 33 lnternational and 383 national non-governmental organizations, including:

' Scientific bodies such as the Royal Geographical Society, lnstitute of Botany, Academia Sinica, the Smithsonian
lnstilution, lnstitut Français de.Recherche Scienlifiquqpour le Développement en Coôpération (ORST0[r), and the lnstituie
of Evolutionary Animal Morphology and Ecology (USSR);

. Zoological societies such as those of Frankfurl and New york;

' lndigenous-people's organizations such as Proyeclo PEMASKY de la Asociación de Empleados Kunas (AEK), panama,
and the lnuit Circumpolar Conference;

' Advocacy organizations like Greenpeace and the Australian conservation Foundation;

' Natural history societies such as lhe Bombay Natural History Society and the Natural History Society of Jamaica; and

' Educational institutions like the Yale School of Forestry, the Centro de Datos para la Conservación, Universidad
Nacional Agraria of Peru, and Lincoln college, university of canterbury, New Zealand.



LIST OF FOUNDING MEMBERS

Agrupación Zoológica Americanista de Relacìones y Arbitrajes

Universidad de Buenos Aires

Wildlile P¡eservation Sociely ot Australia

Biologische Station Lunz

Académie d'Agriculture de France

Académie des Sciences

Association des Naturalistes de la Vallée du Loing

Club alpin français

lnstitut français d'Afrique noire

Ligue pour la protection des oiseaux

lVuseum national d'Histoire naturelle

Société botanique de France

Socìété de BiogéograPhie

Société des Amis de la Forêt de Fonlainebleau

Société ornithologique de France

Touring Club de France

Associazione Nazionale per i Paesaggi ed i Monumente

Pittoreschi d'ltalia

Ente Parco Nazionale del Gran Paradìso

Movimente ltaliano Protezzione della Natura

Govemment oÍ the Grand'Duchy ol Luxembourg

Commission des Sites et des lllonuments nationaux

Musée d'Histoire naturelle

Government of the Nethe¡lands

Contact Commissie voor Natuur-en Lanschapsbescherming

Nederlandse J

Nederlandse vanVogels

Verenigingto nleninMede¡land

Foresl and Bird Protection Society of New Zealand

Landesforbundet for Natufredning i Norge

Comité Nacional de Protección a la Naturaleza

Museo de Historia Natural "Javier Prado"

Ligue pour la Protection de la natute en pologne

Aslocialion scientifique forestière de Pologne

Société zoologique de Pologne

Nalional Parks Board ot Trustees ol South Alrica

Wild Life Prolection Society of South AÍrica

Sv e ns ka N atu r skY dd sl ö re ni n g e n

C o nl eder alio n of Switze¡land

Association de propagande pour la protection des oiseaux

Comité central du Club alpin suisse

Ligue suisse pour la Wotection de la nature

Sõciélé romande pour l'étude el la protection des oìseaux

Brilish Museum (Natutal History)

Fauna Preservation SocielY

Marine Biological Association of the United Kingdom

Nalional Trust fot England

Royal Entonolo gical So cietY

Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves

Zoological SocietY of London

United Kingdom

tay

Luxembourg

Nethefands

Poland

(at 5 Oclober 1949)

Argentina

South Africa

New Zealand

Norway

Peru

Government ol Belgium

Ardenne et Gaume

Associalion pour la Défense de l'Ourthe

et de ses afluents

lnstitut des Parcs nationaux du

Congo Belge

lnstitut pour la Recherche scientifique

en Afrique centrale

lnstitut royal des Sciences naturelles

de Belgique

Les Naturalisles belges

Ligue des Amis de la forêt de Soignes

lJniversité de Liège

SociéÎé canadienne d'Histoire naturelle

D an m ar ks N atu rt r e d n¡ n g sÍ o rc n ¡ n g

Naturlredningstaadet

Finnish League for the Protectìon of Nature

Australia

Austrìa

Belgium

Canada

Denmark

Finland

France

Sweden

Switzerland

\
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American Committee for Wild Life

Protection

American Geographical SocietY

American Nature Association

American 0rnithologlsts' Union

Boone and Crockett Club

Con se r v ati o n F ound alion

lzaak Walton League

Natio n al Audub on S o cietY

National Pa¡ks Associati on

National Research Council

Nation al W ildliÍ e F ed e r ati o n

New Yo rk Zoolo gical So cietY

Wilderness SocietY

Wildlil e Managenenf lnsf ifute

Sociedad Venezolana de Ciencias

Naturales

lnlernational Union oÍ Di¡ectors ol
Zoological Gardens

Oflice international pour la proteclion

de la nature

Standing Committee on Paciflc

Conservation

Currenl members ol IUCN

indicated in bold

A.

a. ¡\,

A.¿
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EAST \slA

WEST ASIA
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Unìted States

Venezuela

lnternational

SOU

A

ln addìtion, there are

INDIVIDUALS f rom member
organizalions and the wider
professional community serve in

COMMISSIONS - voluntary task
forces - that harness their expertise

to address:

. the application of ecological science

lo conservation;
. the choice of areas for protection as

national parks and reserves;
. taclics to ensure the survival of key

or endangered species;
. the lorm of new conservation laws

and approaches to management;
. patterns for environmental

educalion and training;
. the practices of sustainable

development,

DIVERSITY OF IUCN'S MEMBERSHIP

ln addition to the 61 States in the North and South, East and West that are

members of the Union, there is a rich diversity in the rest of IUCNs membership, a

diversity that IUCN cherishes as a powerful tool for reaching people of all levels of

society and of all persuasions. Here are some examples:

Type ol instilulion/concern Example in IUCN membershíp

I
environment - and how lo ensure that

Action Plans take proper note of the key

role of ttomen, as the people who grow

most of the food, gather most of the
fuel, and carry most of the water used in

many parts of the world and play a

central role in teaching the next
generation how to respect their
environment.

TWO SPECIAL WORLD
INFORMATION CENTRES - lne
World Conservation Monitoring Centre

and the Efvironmental Law Centre -
are lhe main repositories of information

on the state of the earth's wildlife and

protected areas, and the kinds of
environmental law that are being

adopted and implemented to deal with

resource management challenges.

THE FIELD OPERATIONS
DlVlSlON - has almosl 60 staff, most

of whom are outposted in six regional

offices in the developing world in Africa,

Central America, and Asia. They put the

knowledge gathered and synthesised
by the Membership, the Commissions,

the Secretariat and the Centres into

action. Over 2,300 specialists drawn
from the Commissions and IUCN's

Consultants Register are on hand to

ensure lhat the best skills are deployed

on every project, The projects are
practical demonstrations that the
concepts developed by the Union can

be applied in the real world.

THE MEMBERSHTB WoRLD.
WIDE contributes knowledge of

problems, priorities and solutions,

THE SECRETARIAT OF THE
UNI0N underlakes special
programmes that study the dynamics

of key components of the living world,

including tropical forests, arid lands,

wetlands and coastal habitats (such

as coral reefs or mangroves), and

develops plans for their management

in a sustainable way.

OTHER PROGRAMMES examine

the crucial question of how human

populations can be broughl into

sustainable balance with their

Academies of Science

Ant¡-hunt¡ng associations

Coalitions

Community associat¡ons

Data centres

Development assistance

institutions

Ecological societies

Environmental education societies

Academia de Ciencìas Fisicas, l\,4atemáticas

y Naturales de Venezuela

Lega per I'Abolizione della Caccia, ltaly

Fédération française des Sociétés de protection

de la nature (FFSPN)

Agriculture et Bois (AGRlB0), Zaire

Centro de Datos para la Conservación, Bolivia

OXFAM, UK

Ecological Society of the Philippines

Council for Environmental Education, UK

lnternational Council of Environmental Law

Development Alternatives, lndia

Voluntarios en Hecuperación y Defensa Ecológica

(VERDE), Costa Fica

Foreslry Development Authority, Liberia

Danish Society for Nalure Conservation

Department of Scientific and lndustrial Besearch,

New Zealand

Comité de la Protection de l'environnement auprès

du Conseil des ministres de la R.P de Bulgarie

Brazilian Hunting Associalion

Proyecto de Estudio para el l\ilanejo de Areas

Silvestres de Kuna Yala (PEMASKY) de la

Asociación de Empleados Kunas (AEK), Panama

Parco Nationale d'Abrusso, llaly

League for the Conservation of Nature

(1.6 million members), Poland

National Society for lhe Preservation of

the Wadden Sea, Netherlands

Great Banier Reef Park Authority, Australia

International Commission for the Protection of

Alpine Regions

Brunei [/useum

Administración de Parques Nacionales, Argentina

National Trust for lreland

Natural History Society of Jamaica

Instituto de Desanollo de los Fecursos Nalurales

Renovables (INDERENA) Colombia

Société helvétique des sciences naturelles,

Switzerland

Swedish 0rnithological Society

Greenpeace

Smithsonian lnstitution, USA

American Society of Mammalogists, USA

lVlinistry of Natural Resources, 0ntario, Canada

School of Forestry and Environmental Studies,

Yale Universit¡ USA

Fundación Charles Darwin para las lslas Galápagos,

Ecuador

Pakistan Space and Upper Atmosphere

Research Commission (SUPARCO)

l\'|onarca Butterfl¡ Mexico

Energy Company of Sáo Paulo, Brazil

Grupo Ecológico de Docentes de Ciencias

de El Salvador "M0NTECRlST0" (GEDM0)

Tourism Development Department, Assir Principalit¡

Saudi Arabia

Université de Liège, Belgium

German Water Protection Association

China Wildlife Conseryation Association

S.PM. Parc Zoològic de Barcelona, Spain

New York Zoological Society, USA

High-level government institutions

Natural science societies

Site-specif ic associations

Space and atmosphere

Tourist aulhorities

7
Environmental law institulions

Environment and developmenl

Field action groups

Forestry institutions

General nature conservalion

Government research departments

Hunting associations

lndigenous people institutions

lndividual national parks

Large nature conservation

institutions

Marine areas

lVlarine protected areas

Mountain institutions

Museums

National parks administratlons

National trusts

Natural history

Natural resource management

0rnithological societies

Pressure groups

Private research institutions

Professional associations

Provincial government departmenls

Schools of higher learning

Species-specif ic associations

State corporations

Teacher associalions

Universities

Water issues

Wildlife conservalion

Zoos

Zoological socielies
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(UNEP/NORAD); Bocas del Toro ìn

Panama (WWF/NORAD); Petén in

Guatemala (N0RAD/SIDA) ; Region

ll in Nicaragua (N0RAD/SIDA);

and lhe Belize Barrier Reef (CIDA)'

PUBLISHED AUTHOHITATIVE

REVIEWS OF CONSERVATION

POLICY INCLUDING:

. 'Red Data Books'on the slatus and

urgent conservation needs of keY

mammals, birds, amphibians and

reptiles, invertebrates and plants;

. the Unlted Nattons List of National

Parks and Protected Areas (everY

two years), and directories of the

protected areas of Africa and Latin

America, of Neotropical and African

wetlands, and of BiosPhere

Reserves (the latter in collaboration

with Unesco);

. handbooks on Managing Protected

Areas in the TroPics and on

Managíng Marine and Coastal

Protected Areas, both in

collaboration with UNEP;

. guides for conservation and

development in a number of

countries (including Madagascar,

Pakistan and Zambia) and in the

Sahel region, whose environmenl

has been devastated bY recent

drought;

. reporls on lhe conservation of a

wide range of species, including

marine lurlles, polar bears,
guanaco, crocodiles, African
primates, and antelopes;

.guidelines for managìng buffer

zones around protected areas in

tropical forests, fòr resettlement of

transmìgrants in lndonesia, for

management of moist troPical

foresl lands, and decisìon-making

in establishing environmental

standards (in collaboration with
\/vH0).

HELPED TO DEVELOP AND

OPEBATE CONSERVATION
TREATIES AND NATIONAL

LEGISLATION INCLUDING:

.the Conventions on World

Heritage, lnternational Trade ìn

Endangered Species of Wild Fauna

and Flora (CITES), the Conser-

valion of l/igratory Species (Bonn),

the ASEAN Agreemenl on

Conservation of Nature and Natural

Resources (Kuala LumPur) and the

African Convention on the

Conservation of Nature and Natural

Resources (Algiers);

. improvements in the effectiveness of

protected areas in tropical Africa,

Asia, Latìn America, and the islands

of the Pacific;

. new management plans for important

national parks in Cameroon, China,

Ethiopia, lndonesia, Liberia, Oman,

Srì Lanka, Thailand and Zaire.

WOBKED WITH VARIOUS

AGENCIES TO DESIGN PROJECTS:

. to secure protected areas in

lndonesia and Madagascar (World

Bank), and improve management of

Garamba National Park
(Unesco/WWF/Frankf urt Zoological

Society);

.to conserve the Giant Panda in

China (WWF), to utilize wildlife in
Tanzania (UNDP), to conserve
gorillas in Zaire (WWF/Frankfurt

Zoological Society) and dugongs in

East AFrica (UNEP), and to Promote
sustainable utilization of green

iguanas in Costa Rica (NOBAD) and

tree ducks in El Salvador (SIDA);

. to develop practìcal Plans for

conservation including measures that

will protect foresls, water supplies,

and other resources vital to the well

beìng of rural communities in

Tanzania in the Serengeti (NORAD);

Ngorongoro (N0RAD/EEC); the

Usambaras (EEC/N0RAD/FINNIDA);

Mount Elgon in Uganda (NORAD);

the Korangi Creek in Pakistan

. saving the dwindling herds of African

elephants threalened by illegal trade

in ivory, and of rhinos threatened by

lrade in their horns;

. observing the ban on commercial

whaling, unanimouslY suPPorted bY

the besì scientific experts in the world;

. stopping the export of persistent

pesticìdes from European counlries

whìch no longer use them at home,

and have been dumPing them in the

developing world;

. ending the conflict between

commercial logging and the rights and

lives of village peoples in several

parls of the develoPing world.

WOHKED WITH GOVEBNMENTS TO

SECURE:

. better understanding of the

environmental imPlications and

components of develoPment
programmes in manY countries

including Botswana, Cosla Rica,

Pakislan, Zambia and Zimbabwe;

. inscrìption of sites of outstanding

universal value on the World Heritage

list;

.an Action Plan for the AlPs,

threatened bY dYing forests and

excessive tourist develoPment;

. action to conserve the coastal

environments of the Red Sea, thé

Gulf , the Wadden Sea, and the

Meditenanean Sea;

WHAT IUCN HAS

ACCOMPLISHED

Within the past lew Years, the Union

has:

HELPED MORE THAT 30

G0VEBNMENTS prepare National

Conservation Strategies - plans that

implemenl the principles of lhe World

Conservation Strategy in lheir own

countries.

PRESSED GOVEBNMENTS FOR

ACTION ON:

. establishing national policies to

achieve a stable balance between

population and natural resources,

under conditions that enhance

human dignily and the quality of life;

. providing incentives for natural

resource management that is both

economically profitable and durable

in the long term;

. developing economic measures that

put a proper value on irreplaceable

resources and avoid the erosion of

these values because of the burden

of debt;

. improving the managemenl of the

living resources of the sea, including

protecting marine mammals'

through adopting a Gìobal Plan of

Aclion prepared in PartnershiP bY

UNEP, FAO and IUCN;

120 COUNTRIES

IN WHICH IUCN

HAS MEMBERS

14. Brazil

15. Brunei Darussalam

16. Bulgaria

17, Caneioon
18. Canada

19. Chad

20. Chile

21, China

22. Colombia

23, CoslaRica
24. Côted'lvoire
25, Czechoslovakia

26. DemocraticKampuchea

27. Democralic People's Republic of Korea
28. Denmark

29. Dominican Republic

30. Ecuador

31, Esypt +
32. El Salvador

33. Elhiopia

51 , ltaly

52. Jamaica

53, Japan

54, Jordan
55, Kenya

56 Kuwait

57, Lao People's Democratic Repuhlic
58 Lebanon

59. Liberia

60. Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
61. Liechtenstein
62. Luxembourg
63. Madagascar

64, lVlalawi

65, Malaysia

66. Mali
67. Malta

68. Mauritania

69, Mauritius
70. Mexico

71. [4onaco

38.

Hungary

lceland
lndia
lndonesia

43.

44.

45.

4b.

47,

48.

49.

50,

" B, Barbados

34. Fiji

35, Finland
36. France

37. German Democratic

Republic

Germany, Federal
Republic of

39. Ghana

40, Greece

41. Guatemala

42. Honduras

lran
Iraq
lreland

lsrael

9, Belgium

10. Belize

11. Benin

12. Bolivia

13. Botswana

5. Bahamas

6. Bahrcin

7. Bangladesh

3. Ausl¡alia
4. Austria

1. Angola

2. Argentina

Mongolia

Morocco
Mozambique

Nepal

Netherlands

New Zealand

Nicaragua

Niger

Nigeria

Norway
0man
Pakislan
Panama

Papua New Guinea

Peru

Philippines

Poland

Porlugal

Qata¡

Republic of Korea

Rwanda

Samoa

Saudi A¡abia

Senegal

Seychelles

Singapore

South Africa

Spain

SrÌ Lanka

Sudan

Swaziland

Sweden

Swilzeiland
Thailand

Trinidad and Tobago

Tunisia

Turkey

Uganda

Union of Soviel Socialist Republics

United Kingdon
112. United Republic of Tanzania

113, United States of America

114. Uruguay

115. Venezuela

116. VietNam
117. Yugoslavia

118. Zaire
119. Zamb¡a

120. Zimbabwe

Countries which are members of
the IUCN are indicated in bold text and
on lhe world map with a A

IUCN REGIONAL

OFFICE

Regional ofiices ol the IUCN are indicated

wilh a O on the map.

Nairobi

Harare

Dakar

Karachi

San José

Washington

Kenya

Zimbabwe

Senegal

Pakistan

Costa Rica

USA

72.

t4.
1E

76,

77.

78,

79,
80.

81.

82.
oa

84.

85,

86.

87,

88.

89.
0rl

91.

92.

93.

94.

95.

96.

97.

98.
o0

100.
'101.

102.

1 03.
'104.

1 05.

1 06.

1 07.

1 08.

1 09.

110.

111.

A^.

ÐHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERSHIP

A

o
5l -Ea-D

Òa

v

, (position at5 Oatober 1949 and 15 July 1988)

1 949l,inls¡¡¡1¡e¡¿l non-governmenlal
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We could not f unction at all ì'l it were not for the generous valuntary contribution ol time and eflorl,by
members and by individuals who serve on the various Commissions without paymenl As ll rs, this world

consetvation union cannot meet more than a fraction ol the challenges before it. Signif¡cant add¡tional

funding will enable il to serve the world far more efÍectively,

ls your country - or your organization - a member? Are people fron your Universily working with the
IUCN Commissions? Could your governnenl, agency, company or community benefit from tu?N's

help?

The instruments to shape a durable future for the world environment exist. We need to use them.

MUCH ACTION

FROM A SMALL

INVESTMENT

Despite its worldwide role, IUCN

operates on a very slender
budget:

. the membership dues amount to

only US$ 2.7 million, borne very

largely by governments and

official agencies in the richest

countries;

. a further US$ 1.4 million is given

to the Union to support its
cenlral management;

. about US$ 1.4 million is given by

governments and others to pay

for programmes of evaluation
and assessment in particular
habitats or themes;

. the rest - a total of US$ 6.7
million is to pay for specific
projects commissioned from the

Union.

SUPPORTING THE WORK OF IUCN

IUCN's basic operating costs, its programmes and projects are paid for by its members, by development
agencies, funds and foundations. But the demands for applying IUCN's clear guidance to the conservat¡on
challenges of today are always greater than the available funds will pay for. Our ability to carry oul the
additional work is dependent on other contributions,

IUCN is grateful for all donations, whether for discrete activities or general use, whether in the form of
single grants, annual contributions or legacies.

For more information on specific programmes or on the mechanisms for making donations and the ways
of ensuring respective tax advantages, please write to:

' Fundraising Secretary

IUCN

CH-1196 Gland / Switzerland

. a draft global Convention on the
Conservation of Biological
Diversity;

. national legislation concerning the

implementation of CITES in lndia,

wildlife and habitat protection in

0man, and general environmental

principles in Saudi Arabia;

. guidelines for the,development of

environmental slandards and for

legislation on the conservation of

plant species.

BUILT UP THE WORLD
CONSERVATION MONITORING

CENTBE AND THE ENVIRON.
MENTAL LAW CENTRE as unique

repositories of data in their field,
including:

. records of over 12,500 protected

areas;

. records of over 80,000 species of
plants and animals of conservation

importance;

. records of over 800,000 details of

lrade in wlld specieg;

. 31,000 laws and administrative
instruments.

MANAGED NEARLY 3OO FIELD
PROJECTS which implement the
principles of the World Conservation

Strategy and demonstrate how they

work on the ground.
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Schmidt Scholl Fonds, David
Shepherd Foundalion and Vanderbilt

Trust;

. the World Bank and the regional
banks of Asia, Africa and the
Americas, and multilateral aid
agencies like the United Nations
Development Programme and the
Commission of the European
Communities;

, national aid agencies in Canada,
Denmark, the Federal Republic of
Germany, Finland, the Netherlands,

Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom, the United States,

and many other countries;

. States - whether they are members

or not,

We have to act together if we are to
solve the great problems of the world.

For the world environmenl is a unit. The

atmosphere and oceans belong to no

single nation and affect lhe lives of all,

The world's climate is driven by
Antarctica, the white hub of the
southern hemisphere, where no nation

has unchallenged jurisdiction. Pollution

knows no national boundaries, Species

migrations do not respecl frontiers. The

march of deserts takes no heed of
political alliances,

IUCN

THE WORLD

CONSERVATION UNION

PROVIDES A UNIQUE

PARTNERSHIP FOR

ACTION

IUCN GENERAL

ASSEMBLIES

The General Assembly is arranged
every three years and serves as
IUCN's governing body in determining

our activities over the coming
triennium. lt is altended by dele-
gates of IUCN members (Stales,
government agencies and non-
governmenlal organizations) with
voting rights and by non-voting
observers, including members of the

IUCN Council and Commissions,
representatives of organizations with

which the Union has formal working

relations, other specially invited
bodies, and IUCN supporters.

Participants have the opportunity to

evaluate the Union's progress over
the previous three years, elect officers
(including members of the Council,
the policy-making body of IUCN
serving belween Assemblies), and
review and approve the programme

and budget for lhe coming triennium.

1

(1

The Conservation bodies of the world

form a true partnership. IUCN is itself a

partnership of its ô00 member
organizations. lt works closely with:

'its various members, both
governmental and non-governmenlal;

. the United Nations system - UNEP,

FAO and Unesco;

' the World Wide Fund for Nature,

together with the WWF national
organizations, all of which are IUCN

members;

IUCN _ THE WORLD CONSERVATION

UNION _ HAS A TRULY WORLDWIDE PROGRAMME

IN THE SERVICE OF NATIONS ÁND NATURE.

IF IT IS NOT ACTIVE IN YOUR COUNTRY, IT WILL

NOT BE THBOUGH LACK OF WILL,

IT MAY BE THROUGH LACK OF SUPPORT

- YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE UNION

AND /IS MEMBERS.

. The Secretariats of lnternational
Convenlions for Conservation;

'corporations such as British
Petroleum, R,J.R, Nabisco and
Citibank;

. foundations such as W. Alton Jones,

Rockefeller Brothers, Ford, Andrew
W, Mellon, Jessie Smith Noyes, Karl
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Fontainebleau, France

Brussels, Belgium

Caracas, Venezuela
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Edinburgh, UK
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Nairobi, Kenya

Lucerne, Switzerland

New Dehli, lndia

Banff, Canada

Kinshasa, Zaire

Geneva, Switzerland

Ashkhabad, USSR

Christchurch, New Zealand

Madrid, Spain

San José, Costa Rica
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Questíons posed by four adolescents

ll/hat is the most imporlant conservatíon chøllenge facing us torhy? There ß an increase in worlil populatíon anil the natural environ-

ment is being destroyed to møke room lor more people, How can

we stop that?

It is to preserve - conserve - biological diversity. That means that
we have to protect the flora, fauna and ecosystems of the world -
ecosystems like the fore$s which are home to many plants and

animals. To do this, we must also preserve their habitat - soil, water,

and, of course, the atmosphere - for if the habitat of plants and

animals is destroyed, they will disappear too. But there is nothing

wrong in using living things such as trees as a resource, provided

it is done in a sustainable way - which means taking out n0 more

than the system can replace. It's like having $100,000 in your bank

and receiving l0 per cent interest. As long as you spend n0 more

than that l0 per cent you are living within your incomg but if each

year you spend $25,000 out of the $100,000 and have no other source

of incomg in four years the money is gone, The trouble today is

that the poor nations are being forced to live on their environmen-

tal capital because of present needs and population pressures, and

they are de$roying their biological diversity, their wealth for the fu-

ture, in consequence. This is a particular problem for countries like yours and mine - Sri

lanka, India, China. China willhave a population of 1.25 billion peo-

ple by the year 2000, In my countr¡ India, there may be between 950

and 970 million people. The average population growth rate in many

parts of Africa is nearly three per cent. In the developed countries,

populations are more or less $able or are decreasing. By the year 2025,

there willbe some 8 billion people in the world and nearly 6.8 billion
will be in developing countries.

How long can thß population growth continue? lYü sU our natural

resnurces suiklenly be used up and people be out of harmony with

the lanil and totuAy destroy the environment?

There is a lot of food in the world because some developed countties

can produce much more than they need. The problem is the surpluses

are in one place and the needs in another, And fuelwood is even more

scarce than food in many countries. Where the population is larger

than the natural resources can sustain, there are many other difficul-
ties such as a lack of drinking wate¡ sanitation, or employment -
all dimensions of what we regard as a reasonable quality of life for
human beings. The need for balance and su$ainability is obvious,

Don't you think thut mmy of the problems could be lesened if
people were educøted?

In the end, you cannot avoid a population policy. If there are more

people than you can sustain from your own land, the only way is to

import the food or fuel or cloth that you need, Some countries can

do this because, although their land is desert, they have oil to sell.

But if population pressures become very great, health and the quali-

ty of life are at risk. That is why the World Commission on Environ-

ment and Development, led by Mrs Brundtland, the Prime Minister

of Norway, in its report Our Common Future emphasized the need

for a su$ainable balance between human populations and the natur-

al resources which support them. It is also why IUCN has a programme

on Population and Su$ainable Development which advises Govern-

ments on how to link their policies for conservation and sustainable

use of natural resources with policies to stop runaway population
growth.

You are right. You are all lucky you are going to a good school, you

have access to good books and education, and education is certainly

the key to arousing the capacity to think. Access to knowledgg ac-

cess to skills - this is so important, There is an old Chinese ptoverb
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THE WORLD CONSERVATI 0N UNION

An anniversary is a time to look back, and pay tribute to those whose

wisdom guided the pa$, Elsewhue in this special Bulletin, the vi-
sion of those who founded an International Union for the Protec-

tion of Nature, and the dedication of those who have led IUCN
through the decades, receive their proper praise. But anniversaries

are also occasions for looking forward, and such a posture is the most

appropriate for a new Director General at a time when the world en-

vironment is under far greater threat than it was 40 years ago, and

when the need for conservation becomes ever more urgent.

What should the mission of IUCN, as the World Conservation

Union, be in the next 40 years? Put simply, it is to help ensure that the

world is fit to live in, at a time when it is likely to have l0 billion
people to feed, clothe, house and provide with a life that reaches at

lea$ the basic thresholds of decency, More formally, it is:

"to help people and their governments to apply their insighß,

skills ond resources s0 as to develop snd sustain a harmony be-

tween humsnity and other components of the environment".

How? First, by drawing on the scientific knowledge and practicalex-

perience of our worldwide network of members, reaching out into
120 countries, to provide the intellectual basis for conservation and
su$ainable development, We need expert, authoritative, professional

evaluation and guidelines, But a World Conservation Union exi$s to
serve people: to meet human needs. The advice we give and the guide-

lines we lay down must be useful to the communities that interact
with the environment in the real world,

Our insight and judgement have to be expressed in practical tools and
methods that can be used by men and women, especially among the
rural poor. We have to under$and their traditions including their per-

ception of naturg gained over the centuries, and work within their
sy$érh oflife, extending their perceptions by education and training,

IUCN, as a World Conservation Union, is a unique federation unit-
ing in membership Governments, State agencies, and an immense

diversity of non-governmental organizations. We have universities,
natural history societies, zoos, National Park boards, aid agencies,

groups pressing for protection of wild naturq groups supporting par-

ticular uses of natural products, and others beside, What unites them?

A commitment to ensure that tomorrow's people are handed a world
that meets their human needs but still remains beautiful and retains

its immense richness of wildlife. A recognition that whatwer the skills

and sophistication of science and technology, humanity remains part

ofthe world of nature and depends upon it utterly for the ai¡ water

and food that are the basic needs of existence for every living crea-

ture. A determination to challenge the folly of those who undermine

the future for the sake of quick financial gains today.

No World Conservation Union can achieve any of these things without
working with others. IUCN has to communicate with those it seeks

to serve - first to find out their needs, and then to deliver its products.

It has to work with politicalleaders, Government departments and

agencies, and convince them that sound conservation practices mean

sound æonomic development. It has to work with æonomists, to build

rtrethods of evaluating natulal resources that truly reflect their value

to humanity. It has to work in partnership with other bodies like the

special agencies of the United Nations and the World Wide Fund for
Nature. The conservation movement as a whole has to face outwards

and convince the rest of the world that its Ínessage is sound.

What specific goals should we set ourselves for the next 40 years?

On 4 and 5 October we shallbe holding a small expert workshop at
Fontainebleau, site of the formation of IUCN in 1948, to debate our
perspective of the world and agree a list of 15* short-term and l5t
long-term goals (Ed. *12 goals have been selected) which, if achieved,

would indicate that the world environment was being steered in the
right direction. We hope that these will stand within a "Déclaration
de Fontainebleau" which summarizes the responsibilities of people

towards their world, in a clear and compelling way. This Declaration,

with goals we must all strive for, will be published in the next issue

of this Bulletin.

Will we succeed;.in the next 40 years? We must, for these will be the

critical decades for humanity, We must halt the processes of contami-
nation that threaten the balance of natutal sy$ems and may well dis-

turb the climate of the whole globe. We must halt the tide of extinc-

tion, eroding the earth's biological riches fa$er{han at any time in
the known pa$, We have to face the simple fact that an unbridled
increase in human numbers is all too likely to bring an unbridled in-
crease in famine, misery and degradation. Rejecting such misery, and

fighting for a world that can support its people with dignity and eq-

uity, in a setting that is beautiful and rich with species other than
our o\ryn, is a part of our duty of care. The ethic of conservation is

one expression of that greater ethic of love for others implicit in all
the world's great religions and at the heart of what is noble$ in hu-

manity. Our mission for the next 40 yean is to convince the world
that conservation, for the good of all peoples, is a central policy for
all Governments,

Mortin W, Holdgate, Director Generul
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OPENING

THE

DIALOGUE gbulletin

His Holiness The Dalai l¡ma
An ethical approach to environmental protection

Professor llya Prigogine
Science and ecology

Mr Bernard Billaud
Culture and nature

Dr Blossom Stokes
Survival: the challenges and paradoxes of sustainable development in the Caribbean

Mr Amin Maalouf
Plenty and poverty

Mesdames Josephine Guissou-Ouedraogo and Elisabeth Meyer
Women and envíronment: the situation in the Sahel

Mr Roger Cans
For a management without frontiers

Dr Gerrit Vonkeman
The future of IUCN from a European perspective

Mr Antoine Bouvier
The contribution of international humanitarian law to the protection of the environment

The task of introducing this sectÌon is indeed a daunting one. Jux-
taposing the diverse viewpoints of the eminent personalities who
have agreed to talk to us is a delicate task. For these viewpoints
cannot be compared. They are different, and reflect the plurality and
diversity of the world itself.

Let us allow these men and women to challenge us and let us be atten-
tive and receptive to the meaning of their words. Each one unfolds
his or her vision of tomorrow's challenges and of man's responsibi-
lity as reEression, social exclusion, and economic decline take their
steadily mounting toll. They draw our attention to the depletion of
the earth's resoLtrces, the worldwide scope of the problems, and
the solutions to be envisaged if we are to ensure genuine dignity
and equity for f.uture generations.

u

that says: "lf your are thinking one year ahead, plant rice; if you

thinking ten years ahead, plant trees; if you are thinking one hundred
years ahead, educate the people." That is one of the reasons why
IUCN's Commission on Education and Training looks at the problem

of generating public awareness. Through mass media - television,

radio, cinema and also newspapers - we have an enormous po\ryer

in terms of communication, and education and some of these media

can reach out even to the illiterate, Many people in the Third World
may not be able to read the Brundtland report, but ifyou make an

interesting video tape showing what is happening to forests and why
this is a threat to þeople, they willrespond. We need environmental

communicators - environmental educators - who can convey the

environmental messages in a form which people understand.

The education of women is very important. In developing countries,

unless a girl has an education, family planning is difficult. If the girl
is educated, she has independent access to income; she can have her

own job; her status in the family increases and she may feel more

committed to planning when she has children. Education is impor-
tant but we cannot wait for everybody to become formally literate,
we must now capitalize on modern methods of communication to
spread the conservation message.

Ílrhat do you see as the largest problems facing our generation when

we become the so-called leaders of the workl?

The bigge$ problem is that the world is tired, We have a common

ecological de$iny, but the environment is not respected. It is threa-

tened in many ways. In your generation everyone must become part

of a society that cares about conservation. So far we have touched

on problems like the loss of biological diversity, soil productivity,

or forests. Other enormous damage to the environment can come from
the build-up of gases in the atmosphere, leading to a \{armer climate

and warmer oceans, and from ozone depletion. But an even greater

threat could come from a very localized war involving nuclear

weapons. Eminent scientists believe that this could trigger a "nuclear
winter" resulting in long periods of darkness, sub-freezing tempera-

tures, toxic smog and increased levels of radioactivity.

So the central challenge is - how do we develop a society whose roots

are in conservation - in harmony with the earth? Many indigenous
peoples can provide traditional wisdom and traditional methods of
living in harmony with the environment. Obviously, we are not going

to be satisfied with going back to live as they do, but we need to in-
corporate the best in their traditionalwisdom. Interestingly, we often
find that their methods blend readily with the be$ in modern science.

Does IUCN hsve any special projecß lor the next decade?

IUCN is a World Conservation Union - what we callan intellectual
power house of the conservation movement. It is a network of govern-

ments, government agencies and non-governmental organizations and

over three thousand individual professionals in different parts of the

world working together to promote the protection and su$ainable

use of living resources. One of IUCN's current projects is prepar-

ing, with the World Wide Fund for Nature - WWF - and the Unit-
ed Nations Environment Programme, an update of the World Con-

servation Strategy which the three organizations published in 1980.

This document set out to explain what we were doing to our world
and to give practical guidance on how we might manage the resources

of our planet so that they will still be there for you and your chil-
dren. Ofcourse our understanding ofwhat should be covered in such

a document has grown and we now feel that some of the subjects,

like population, need more detailed treatment. We are also working
on practical recommendations to assist governments and organiza-

tions to cany out the ideas in the Brundtland report, Our Common

Future. We have to bring these ideas down to earth - to understand

what they mean for the people who need fuelwood now and have

to worry about the loss of trees later; those who want to graze their
animals in an area that is home to a great variety of species; those

who want to breathe unpolluted air and drink unpolluted water but
also want to benefit frorn indu$rial growth. These people need prac-

tical answers which we are trying to provide.

Dr Swaminsthan, il you høil to gíve us a report cørd for how well
we øre doing, are we C minus, B, or A?

I would say that the world as a whole is C minus. There are areas

which are doing well but if I take a global average, we are losing
ground. We face major, rhan-made globalchanges. We willhave to
address ourselves to the problems of population. Developed coun-

tries have the technological and financial resources to contain some

of the problems, but they are also $ill creating them. And, as I have

already said, most of the population - five billion out of the six bil-
lion at the beginning of the next century - are going to be in the de-

veloping countries. A vast part of humanity is going to be affected
by environmental degradation, and many risk becoming environmen-

tal refugees.

So we have to step up our efforts and that is why I believe that the
youth in developing countries - in my own country 300 million peo-

ple are below the age of fourteen; in Sri Lanka, fifty per cent of the
population is below the age 0f.20 - hold the the key to today's con-

servation movement, They have to spearhead the movement to use

the earth's resources su$ainably. They must see that their society is

aconservstion society, integrating the best in modern technology with
the be$ of traditional wisdom and traditional methodologies, and
living in harmony with nature. That is why I was delighted to wel-

come you young people to IUCN, and have been happy to have this
discussion with you,
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environmental

It is a privilege to contribute to these "Dialogues of the IUCN Bulletin",
particularly at such a fascinating juncture in the history of mankind.

At a ræent meeting of Nobel Prizewinners with President Mitterrand, the

organizers asked me to give a short t¿lk on the subject "Coping with the

future: What can we do t0 prevent the 20th century fiom hansmitting a

heriage of barbadsm?" An immense subject indeed! My report was quali
fied as 'bptimistic". But my optimism is far from universal. This dialogue

is perhaps an opportunity to develop some of the arguments in support

of my point of view,

Science and Ecology are frequently depicted as being antagonistic. Science

and Technology are regarded as threats to the environment or, at the very

most, as means of conserving what they have helped endange¡ whereas

in principle, they may extend far beyond the notion of conservation.

Science provides us with ne\ry ways and means for contending with world-

wide transformations. Nonlinear dynamics has given us the theoretical

basis for understanding the amplification of fluctuations and the emer-

gence of bifurøtions, and in so doing has shown us how small, low-energy

effects may have immense consequences. This enables us to perceive not

only the dangers but also the constructive aspect of our relations with

the biospherg which abounds in non-linear plocesses.

Simultaneously, and in particular as neìt, means of observation have been

developed, we have learned that ecosystems are prone to instability. An
understanding of the in$abilities of these systems and a $udy of the fu-

ture perspectives for our planet are obviously of the highe$ priority,

I should like to refer, in this IUCN publication, to the desertification of
the Gobi and the Sahara, which occurred independently of human action,

It is no longer utopian to envisage restoring these territories to their con'-

dition at the period of optimal climatic conditions by "human" means.

The laws of physics were overturned in the second half of the 20th centu-

ry when chance emerged at the macroscopic level, Despite the progress

achieved in the l9th and early 20th centuries, probabilism was still associat-

ed with the microscopic world, And so the deterministic image \ryas su-

perseded by a non-deterministic vision of the world, in which the concept

of probability is no longer identified with that of ignorance, This should

have a profound impact on our relations with the environment, which more

than ever call for a dialogue between chance and determinism,

As we attempt to come to grips with these problems, what better example

can we emulate than that of insect societies, which are highly successful

ecologically, The disproportion between the achievements of the individual

insect and those of an insect society is reminiscent of the human

problematic,

Chance and determinism are essential ingredients in the functioning of
a fluctuating environment such as a beehive or an ant hill, Evolution has

as an effect that noise is maintained at a certain level - in communica-

tion and the control of resources - which has enabled these societies to
resolve problems the complexities of which far outstrip the capacities of
an insect with very limited data. The analogy with human decision, mak-

ing due allowance for the characteristics peculiar to each society, is ex-

tremely pertinent, To quote Herbert Simon: "The capacity of the human

mind for formulating and solving complex ptoblems is very small com-

pared to the size of the problems whose solution is required for objective-

ly rational behaviour in the real world - 0r even for a reasonable approx-

imation to such objective rationality", Modern physics has compelled us

to revise classical rationalism, which was rooted in the conception of a

static universe and in ideas such as complete information and global

optimization.
As the century draws to its close, a new cultural and scientific climate is

emerging and with it a new solidarity between human beings and nature,

These are excellent grounds for pinning our hopes to the futurg while re-

maining fully alert to the uncertainties and dangers of the present.

Ilya Prigogine

Director of the International Institute of Physics and Chemistry, the E.
Solvay Institute, and the Centre for Statistical Mechanícs and Ther-
modynømics of lhe University of T?xas in Austin, Tixas, USA, and Profes-
sor Emeritus of the Free University of Brussels. He was awarded the Nobel
Prize for Chemistry in 1977.
Tlanslated from French.

It is a pleasure to accept the invitation of the International Union
for Conservation of Nature and Natural resources, to add congratu-

lations to those from around the world for the IUCN 40th Annivenary.

Founded by a small group of deeply concerned people with vision,

IUCN is today a unique, international in$itution which has expand-

ed the vision and carries out research and work essential to the well

being of life on earth, now and in the future.

Just as the members and administration of IUCN at this time look

we are responsible for, and what we will pass on to coming genera-

tions.

Clearly this is a pivotal generation. Global communication is possi-

ble, yet confrontations more often than meaningful dialogues for
peace take place,

Our marvels of scienæ and technology are matched if not outweighed

by many curent tragedies, including human starvation in some parts

of the world, and extinction of other life forms.

to the future and with continuing dedication to goals, I take this op-
portunity to share with all of IUCN a message re-dedicated to En-

vironmentgl Ethics.

The following message was originally provided for the first publica-

tion of a conservation education project called Buddhist Perception
of Nature - a new member of the IUCN familythis year - and dated

5 June in honour of one of IUCN's working partners, the United Na-
tions Environment Programme and that organization's WorldEnviron-
ment Day.

This Declaration on EnvironmentalEthics fir$ appeared in the book
TREE 0F LIFE, produced by the Buddhist Perception of Nature

The Declaration has been reproduced in many books, journals, and

newspapers around the world, and has been translated into 14

languages.

"Peace and survival of life on earth as we know it are threatened by

human activities which lack a commitment to humanitarian values,

Destruction of nature and natural resources results from ignorancg
greed and lack of respect for the eartlfs living things,

This lack of respect extends even to earth's human descendants, the

future generations who will inherit a vastly degraded planet if woild
peace does not become a reality, and destruction of the natural en-

vironment continues at the present rate,

Our ancestors viewd the eaith æ rich and bountiful, which it is. Many
people in the pa$ also saw nature as inexhau$ibly su$ainable, which

we now know is the case only if we care for it.
It is not difficult to forgive destruction in the pa$ which resulted from
ignorance, Today, however, we have access to more information, and

it is essentialthat we re-examine ethically what we have inherited, what

His Holiness The Dalai Lama with Sir Peter
Scott.
Sir Peter Scolt, born in 1909, is one of the
Ieading figures in the world of conservotion
and one of the principal architects not only
of IUCN but also of WWF which he helped
found in 1961. A celebrated artist, it was his
inspired design of the ponda which became the
WllF logo. He is also widely known as an or-
nilhologist. His gi.fts as a communicator led
him to realize early on the importance of the
media which he used and mobilized with great
skill in the service of noture and ils conserva-
tion.
Credit: Buddhist Perception of Nature/Nancy
Nash.

Exploration of outer space takes place at the same time as the earth's

o\ryn oceans, seas, and fresh water areas grow increasingly polluted,

and their life forms are $ill largely unknown or misunderstood,

Many of the eartlfs habit¿ts, animals, plants, insæts, and even micro-

organisms that we know as rare may not be known at all by future
generations.

We have the capability, and the responsibility. We must act before
it is too late,"

Tþxt in Tibetan

A hairy wild potato from Bolivia prolects itself from leaf eating aphids
in two wøys. Tiny sticky droplets trap unsuspecting insects. The plant also
produces a'warning'pheromone, a chemicøl telegrøm that ß identical to
the alarm pheromone emitted bl the aphids themselves. An .eloquenl il-
Iuslrotion of the richness of the living world and oÍ ils contilbution to
the well being of our planet.
Credit: WWF/Pam Evons - Rothamsted Experimental Stqtion.
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and laradoxes of

le Caribbean

BEFORE

Devastated by erosion, this Jamoican hillside was lransformed in less than
l2 years.
Credits: Oberli

AFTER

Inertia spells failure. The key to success is the will to win.

rn

The major challenges, both current and future, which relate to sus-

tainable development in the Caribbean, when placed in the context

of global economy and history are essentially similar, qualitatively,

to those of any other region of the world. These challenges relate to
the environment, economic and social development, human welfarg
population pressures, human needs and aspirations for an accepta-

ble quality of life. tWhere they differ from those of other regions is

in the scale and intensity of the action which must be taken and the

effort which must be expended to conserve the environment while at
the same time $riving for orderly and sustainable economic and so-

cial development,

An analysis of these challenges within the context of limited natural

and monetary resources, relatively under-developed human capital,

low per capita incomg high incidence of malnutrition, inadequate

human shelte¡ health care and education, internal migration to ur-

ban centres with the concomitant urban sprawl and creation of ghet-

tos, under-developed physical and in$itutional infra$ructure, threats

from without such as current trends toward the dumping of indu$ri-
al and toxic wa$es (from indu$¡ialized countries) in the region,

coupled with the formidable task of managing its own industrial,
agricultural and domestic wastes, indicates that tomorrow's challenges

facing the people of the Caribbean are awesome.

Attempts at economic development are being frustrated as most of
the island states of the region are experiencing severe problems of
deforestation (principally a result of population pressure) and of soil

conservation. The effect of these upon watershed areas and ecosystems

(both marine and terrestrial) is resulting as well in the reduction of
vital biological diversity accompanied by depletion of unique ende-

mism and of a gene pool at present largely unknown to science,

Paradoxes and ironies abound. Not the least is the fact that impor-
tant features of our natural heritage which we may be able to offer
to the world are being threatened with extinction and, in particular,

that the resources which we need to manage and su$ain development

are experiencing negative impacts or, in some cases, serious unplanned

depletion.

Bordered by Central and South America, the Caribbean region con-

sists of a series of tropical islands of varying sizes originating from
coral and volcanic activity. The smaller islands including Barbados

and Trinidad form an archipelago known as the Iæsser Antillcs while
the larger islands, Cuba, Hispaniola, Jamaica and Puerto Rico form
the Greater Antilles. Further north, are the Bahamas consisting of
numerous small coral islands,

The region has a population of over 23 million and is characterized

by a diverse and rich cultural and natural heritage. Its inhabitants

are of African, Asiatig European and Arabic descent and in some

countries the original inhabitants - aboriginal Indians - are among
the populace, 0n the basis of language and culture the region may

The relations between culture and nature are, a priori, purely an-

tagonistic. The myth ofthe "noble savagd' perverted by society and

culture has marked us so indelibly that we are incapable of imagin-
ing the contrary, We readily conjure up a Golden Age existing before
the dawn of civilization, which unbridled scientific and technical
progress have invested with every virtue.

We must nevertheless teject these dreams, for feu they lull us into
shirking our responsibility for the task, the task of ensuring that na-
ture will continue to be welcoming to man and that culture will ena-

ble him to attain his full stature. If we $op to consider the duty of
man at the end of the 20th century, we are obliged to admit that the
two notions of culture and nature are more than complementary, they

are indissociable.

When asked "What use is culture?", Confucius replied, "Culture is

an integral part of naturg nature is an integral part of culturg just

as sttipes are an integral part of the tiger Pluck the hairs from the
skin of a tiger or a leopard and all you'll have left is the skin of a

dog or a sheepl'

Western tradition is more acutely sensitive to this unity, It was exem-
plified in Saint Francis of Assisi, the Povorello. A certain view of na-

ture and of the creation is prolonged and echoed directly in the mys-

tical universg because God is present in all His works.

Yes, culture contains nothing which is not already profoundly and

mysteriously inscribed in naturg not only in the nature of things, but
also in the nature of man. Every creative achievement is a representa-

tion of hidden signs secreted in the heart of the cosmos, In its tireless
quest, humanity con$antly decodes and interrogates these symbols
and discovers in them fragments of a forgotten message on which its
survival depends,

Culture is a language which, while manifesting man's sovereignty over
naturg faithfully expresses that hidden essence required to preserve

intact the wellsprings of its primordial inspiration. Language is of
vital importance to man, because it is his instrument of self-
identification in the world, the tangible manifestation of his durabil-
ity throughout time and throughout histor¡ the visible affirmation
of his spiritual nature.

For a language is not merely a tool, nor even primarily a means of
communication between people. It is the distilled essence of culture,
capable of transcending the implicit and ephemeral in nature\ diver-
sity and communicating with the ineffable,
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Illustration by Ollie Dwiggins for /ie Buddhist Perception of Nature.

recourse to exceptional measures rather than to the nomal course

of action.

Interpreted in this way, the title of Commissioner General of the French

Language is a fine title, because it underscores the urgency and im-
portance of the task, that of safeguarding an irreplaceable vehicle for
interpreting and understanding nature.

In the words of Roland Barthes, it is not language but the love of
language that is in crisis. We must strive to arouse that love. Iæt us

remind ourselves, without aggression or presumption, to what extent

language is indispensible as a vehicle of thought and as a means of
self-affirmation, a bulwark against the world's relentless pressures to
conform. In so doing, we shall awaken the essential a\ryareness of com-
radeship and solidarity with our fellow meù, particularly with those

who sense that if their language were to be taken from them they would
be deprived of the la$ treasure on which their dignity is founded.

.Bernørd Billsud
Commissioner Ceneral of the French Language
OÍfice of the Prime Minister, Paris
Tlansløted from French
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The conservation of nature is a new idea. Admittedl¡ traces of such

a concept can be found in remote$ antiquity among a few rare preiur-

sors. But ecological awateness, the awareness that mankind could not

survive for long unless people protected the environment again$ hu-

man activity technological prowess, growth, and excesses, is certain-

ly a new idea, which has not yet gained widespread currency.

In one sensg this awareness could only emerge once humanity, or at

lea$ the most advanced part of it, had resolved most of the problems

Plenty withou! solidarity will never still the pangs
of hungen Credit: WHO/P Almasy

of survival related to scarcity and found itself confronted by the un-

expected and disquieting dilemma of survival in the mid$ of plenty,

Ecological a\ryareness caught on in spectacular and probably irrever-

sible fashion after World War II and the years of austerity that fol-

lowed in its wake. It was during this period that the indu$rialized

countries, which had embarked 0n an ela of economic prosperity,

unprecedented material comfort and expansion, began to sense the

limits and perils of unbridled growth. To put it bluntly, they began

to think less about famine and more about obesity. And in every

take fewer

the mo$
I - for all

than undernourishment, where the lack of medical care is a harsh

reality, and whete in global terms agricultural and indu$rial produc-

tion are barely equal to the demand, ecological a\ryareness is gener-

ally les acute. Some regard it, understandably albeit mistakenly, as

a luxury,

I say mistakenly, because the threat to the ecology of countries of
the South, as they are known today, is every bit as real as the threat

to those of the North. And perhaps even more so, because the en'

croachment of the desert, for example, has assumed fiightening

proportions and is perturbing climatic conditions, exacerbating

are relatively weak and present manufacturing capacity is relatively
low.

While the aspirations and le must always be of
paramount importancg the mental capability and
capacity must be continual r to ensure a sustain-
able development which proceeds in a measured way - lest we negate
0r reverse any progress which we make in pursuit of economic and
social development through ineffective environmental management
leading to co$ly and possibly irreversible environmental dãmage.

To this end, the interdependence of the global economy and of
mankind cannot be over-emphasized. While we know what is neces-

sary to be done we recognize that we cannot do it alone. Lasting
solutions to the problems of sustainable development, human wel-
fare and the environment is the business of all humanity. Such so-
lutions require understanding, care, concern, cooperation and con-
certed action.

Blossom Slokes

E¡cecut
ber of
ment;
ment;

be divided into English, French, Spanish and Dutch*peaking strengthening policy formulation capabilities and development plan-territories' ' 
ning and progiamming to meet botñ the short- and long-term needs

of the people.

Nevertheless, given the vigour of its people, the relatively abundant
natural resources and rich cultural heritage, the Caribbean has enor-

taining the current economic base and for promoting further eco-
nomic development.

The immediate and future challenges to the Caribbean focus on edu-
cation, in$itutional development, and economic, social and resource
management. One is to urgently evaluate
the capacities of the the objective of analys
ing developmental those suitable for the
region may be selected. Priority would be given to those alternatives

kological limbo - the skull of an Addax
Credit: Wll'F

drought, and eroding soils. It is an ever-present and ever'increasing

threat to the exi$ence of entite populations, particularly in Africa.

By the en d well reach absolutelY

apocalypt a growing bodY of evi-

dence tha maY transform certain

Third World countries into a dumping ground for toxic and radio-

active wastes.

For these and many other reasons, it is patently obvious that de-

veloping countries cannot afford the luxury of waiting to reach the

level of indu$rialization of developed countries before they begin

to tackle the problem, Because by that time the damage will be ir-
reparable,

In the Third'World, ecological awareness must precede the age of
plenty. Development must be ecological and conservationist. But this

does not entail a sacrifice of speed or efficiency. Combatting waste,

gigantism, and bad dietary or medical habits, preserving woodland

resources and ecological balance - none of this is a luxury. It is a

sound and reali$ic approach to development.

Amin Moolouf
I¿banese writer and journalist. In May 1988, he was awarded the Mai-
sons de la Presse Prize Íor his book Samarkand (published by Lottes).

Is-lands formed by the accumulation of living organisms are eroded by wind, rain and seo. The particles formed are scattered, carrying with themthe seeds of new life.
Credit: WI(F/ Douglas Foulkner
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I Management of land as an "inexhau$ible resource" was reflect-

ed in overgrazing, excessive felling oftimber, widespread clearance

of land for agricultural purposes coupled with scant provision of tree

and shrub cover and inadequate provision of fallow periods to re-

store fertility.
These changes have had an impact on the functioning of ecological
processes and were accompanied by a rapid deterioration of social

structures:

I Young men flocked to the towns to meet the community's new

monetary needs.

I The political balance of power shifted in favour of traditional
agricultural communities to the detriment of herders,

I The workload of women and young girls increased as they were

obliged to travel further from the villages in search of wood and water,

to tend increasingly larger are¿s under cultivation, and assume respon-

sibilities traditionally borne by the young men, Women's desire for
economic independence prompted them to undertake additional ac-

tivities, such as small-scale animal husbandry, handicrafts produc-

tion and market gardening.

I The role of women in rural society was modified by the growth
of the cash economy, In many cases, a \ryoman's dowy made her

a marketable value, an asset that had to pay dividends,,.

Though necessarily sketchy, this rapid overuiew enables us to exa-

mine the problems of ecology, the environment, and their social reper-

cussions in different terms. In view of the present situation in the

Sahel, we must treat the environmental problems as matters of the
utmost urgency, by working for PEACE on a number of fronts:

Sustenance ond peace: How can one talk about preserving the soil

and managing communalland to people whose storehouses are empty

and who are utterly destitute? Under these conditions, many young

men seek their fortune in the towns, while the older ones resign them-
selves to their fate, Only the women, who have the responsibility of
bearing and raising the children, have the necessary motivation and

sufficient energy,., Nevertheless, their social status is not recognized

either by their fellow-villagers or by others with whom they have to
deal, such as national bureaucrats, foreign experts and voluntary
workers,

Social peace: Social relationships are severely $rained as urgent needs

exacerbate the competition for scarce assets: wood, dry season

pastures, wetlands and particularly irrigated plots. As soon as the

economic stakes are raised, activities traditionally performed by wom-

en are commandeered by men, usually those with a higher income

or social rank, and women are relegated to the rank of manual

workers.

tal degradation which reflects the uncertain rainfall to a vicious cir-
cle of reconquest of land presupposes that the State has real powers

to intervene, first in an emergency and then primarily as the driving
force behind a "new social contract" for the management of agricul-
tural and pastoral land and the preparation of strategies to counter-
act chance, at both village and national level. The purpose ofthese
interventions should be to defuse the social crisis by safeguarding

the interests ofthe underprivileged, who are the most vulnerable in
this situation of crisis,

Women have a key role to play both individually in the family and

as active participants in technical, political, social and administra-

tive structures and organizations, This role should be fully commen-

surate with their contribution to the processes ofproduction and so-

cial renewal. The State should ensure that this priority is accepted.

by the whole of civil society.

These considerations, which con be transposed to the countries of
the North, make it possible to lay down a number of basic principles:

l. The degradation of our natural environment takes different forms

but the mo$ fragile areas of the planet are those most badly hit,
These are the ones we know least about and for which we possess

fewest means of restoration,

2. There is a total interdependence between environmental crises and

economic, social and politicalcrises. Likewise, any "treatment"
of the environment presupposes the existence of a medium{etm

"collective project",

3. The development of the Western{ype market economy has dealt

a serious blow to the $atus of women, whose role and functions

were already held in contempt in "traditional societies". Women
perform essential functions and possess highly specialized

knowledge. Any widespread action therefore calls for economic,
political and social recognition of women's place and specificity,

a place that they should insist on and occupy, in the North as well

as the South,

While finer distinctions need to be drawn, the gravity of the crisis,

collective ignorance, and the helplessness of individual men and lvom-
en demand vigorous and urgent measures and radical changes both
in North-South relations and in men-women relations so that the

earth, their common heritage, might be managed more effectively.

J osephine Guiss ou- Ouedra o go,

sociologisl, former Minßterfor Family Development and National Solidar-
ity, Burkina Fqso, and Head oî Studies at the S,A.C.E.D. (Société des
Ateliers Communs, Etudes el Développement)

Elßøbeth Meye1

social economist, responsible for Training and Studies qt "Ateliers
Echanges " (Switzerland)
Translated from French,

For the past fifteen years, the crisis in Africa's Sahel has made regu-
lar front page news. Initially, only the drought was regarded as a dis-
aster beyond human control, Now, the realization has dawned that
the drought has also precipitated a profound social crisis at family
and village level, a political crisis at State level, and an ecological cri-
sis throughout the entire sub-continent.

A comprehensive analysis of the situation in a Sahel village requires

a different approach to ecology from that in developed countries and
to women's specific role ànd responsibility in managing the environ-
ment in this particular context.

Our conclusion concerning the situation in the Sahel is two-pronged.

I PEACE is an urgent and essential prerequisite: peace in the
stomachs and minds of individuals haunted daily by the spectre of
famine; social peace in the villages and between rural communities;
internal political peace; and peace between neighbouring States,

I There is aneed for a "new socialcontract" which makes it possi-

ble to redefine individual and collective responsibilities in the manage-

ment of communal land, the role of the State and its services, and

that of grassroots communities.

In our view, it is vital that women's present role in the management
of physical space and in the cultural creation of social systems be ac-

corded full recognition.

Arousing individual and collective awareness of women's contribu-
tion to the future is the second essential prerequisitg inextricably linked
to the first.

The catastrophic situation in the Sahel, a corollary ofits precarious

and unreliable rainfall, has been exacerbated by the prevailing social

crisis,

The Sudano-Sahelian and Sahelian regions are far more prone to de-

terioration than the temperate regions. Climatic change or any modifi-
cation, however slight, of the traditional practices of land manage-

ment are capable of causing almost irreversible disruption of the
precarious balance between people and nature,

What happened in these regions between the fifties and the seventies?

I The emergence of the cash æonomy led to an in increase in live$ock
numbers in haditionally pastoral populations and particularly in ex-

clusively agricultural communities.

I There was the development of export crops (cotton, peanut, etc,),

Furthermore, many subsistence crops were converted to cash crops

in order to cater for the needs of the national urban market. This

"agricultural expansion" had to contend with a doubling ofthe popu-

lation in 20 years and a mushrooming demand from the urban areas,

To respond to this demand, vast areas in the sub-Sahelian regions fur-
ther north were brought under cultivation and benefited from a suc-

cession of years of high rainfall.

These transformations profoundly modified the former balance at
a number of different levels:

I Land was allocated to the sedentary and pastoral populations to
the detriment of the latter.

ll'ithout her, without wom-
en, forget development
Credit: UNICEF/Nepal/

Heidi Larson
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Politicøl peace: The transition from the vicious circle of environmen-
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WHAT IS EUROPE?

I will not go as far as Bismarck, who said: "rWho speaks of Europe

is wrong". But some definition is necessary.

Europe can be divided into three circles. The inner circle ß formed
of the European Community, Within this circle, attention is cur-

rently focused on the completion of an open internalmarket in 1992,

It is not known what that will bring, but certain developments seem

probable.

A substantial growth in economic activities is generally foreseen,

Even if rigorous precautions are taken, this will put extra stress on

the environment and lead t0 more energy consumption. Specializa-

tion and intensification of economic activity will continue, at the

cost of the weaker regions on the periphery, particularly in the

Mediterranean area, Huge sums will have to be made available to

develop such regions, for example for tourism, Where the present

burden on nature and the envitonment is already excessive, this is

a cause for alarm.

Both concentration and specialization in the productive areas and

alternative development of the poorer areas will increase the move-

ment of traffic, again resulting in an increased impact on the

environment,

In the euphoria of creating an open market, harmonization of na-

tional legislation, in particular regarding products, may have seri-

ous consequences. In the future, a product that has been permitted

in any member country may circulate freely inside the Community,

National authorities will have no right to prevent import of this

product or to regulate or limit its use.

Community environmentallegislation tends to be less stringent than

that of the most advanced member states, so one may fear a retro-
grade outcome. All kinds of products will be developed and species

introduced in the countries with the weakest environmental authori-

ties, Member states that now ban importation of certain pe$icides

and biotechnologically modified organisms may have to admit them.

A free market for energy may further expand nuclear power gener-

ation in France and Belgium, with direct sales of electricity to energy-

intensive industry in Germany and the Netherlands.

Harmonization of taxes such as Value Added Tax (VAT) could create

a shift in consumption patterns which might benefit the environ-

ment: e.g, if the result were higher prices for energy, raw materials

and ttansport and lower prices for labour and communication. But

the opposite is more likely.

Finally,.there is the danger that environmental legislation will not

be able to cope with such developments. Until now Community legis-

lation has been incomplete, often weak and inadequately implement

ed, The recent modification of the Treaty of Rome, the Single

rve

European Act, introduces environmental protection as one of the goals

of the Community in the expectation that this will guarantee a high

level of protection. But-there is as yet no indication that anything

will change because of the slow process of producing legislation often

in itself weak,

Against the background of rapidly accelerating activities to com-

plete preparations for the open internal market within the Commun-

ity, this situation has alarmed European environmentalists. It fur-

ther shows that environmental protection is not a mattel of legisla-

tion and codes, but primarily of political will.

Significant changes in the EEC market would also have an impact

on the outside world, not the lea$ in developing countries. Several

are directly linked with the EEC through the Lomé treaties.

The second circle reaches beyond lhe boundaries of the Communi-

ty to include the other members of the Council of Europe. These

countries face largely the same environmental protection issues as

those within the EEC. The pollution of some shated rivers and seas,

air pollution and acidification, soil erosi0n, groundwater contami-

nation and transport and disposal of dangerous substances and waste

are, and will remain, paramount considerations here as well.

The widest circle also includes Esstern Europe snd covers the

European area of the United Nøtions Economic Commission for
Europe, The problems mentioned before are shared by almost allof
these countries but the differences in administrative and economic

systems make a common solution very difficult. It is probable that

new instruments of environmental policy will have to be developed,

Instinctively, the protectors of nature strive to delimit their territo-
ry, In former times, monarchs had their guarded fore$s, Contem-
porary States have their national parks and nature reserves. But it
is now evident that these sanctuaries no longer suffice, What is the
point of creating the Grand Paradis park on the Italian slopes of the

The diversity of the living world is lhe source of tomorrow's wealth

Mountain gorilla (Gorilla gorilla beringei) Credit: R. Weyerhouser

Aquatic plants such as thís water hyacinth offer tremendous scope for
the treatment of water and the production of fertilizers and biogas.
Credit: IUCN

out frontiers

Alps if French hunters are lying in wait for ibex on the other side?
Why protect the $orks in Alsace if they are hunted in Morocco or
ousted from their vital space by planners, promoters, and drainers
of "areas considered unhealthy"?
Migratory birds have no territory, nor do seals or whales. So it's now
pointless to d nagement
of "stocks" elephants
or rhinoceros t be saved
by setting up impregnable enclosures, The trade in ivory and horns
mu$ be curtailed, and the decision-makers and public opinion the
world over must be persuaded,

erved. Now we must learn to manage.

or endangered species can only be car-
cale. We seek the aid of Czechoslovak-

ia x in the Vosges, lavia for
in ear in the Pyren to enli$
th the Chinese pan s to save
the African black rhinoceros, The be$ programmes for depolluting
rivers won't biing the salmon back to Europe if it's fished to extinc-
tion in the Atlantic.
The idea of a protected area, in which we can preserue our own small
natural heritage, has survived, In the national parks ofAmerica, the
influx of tourists has perverted nature by turning it into an amuse-
ment park. In the national parks in Africa, the influx of poachers
is transforming theoretically protected areas into a gold mine for
traffickers. There are no sanctuaries any more.
Acid rain, radioactive clouds and indu$rial waste are constant
reminders that pollution is no respecter of persons, It is pointless for
each ofus to erect ineffective barriers again$ such harmful occurrences
in our own backyard, We will save ourselves together or perish together.
We no longei haye the choice of which species to protect. They are all
necessary, because each one that disappears is an irremediable loss that
takes us one step farther down the road to desertification ofthe planet,
The international organizations have grasped that point, but all too

Just as pollution knows no frontiers, so too the management of nature
cannot be entrusted to local authorities, however well intentioned. Ef-
forts to safeguard they
frontier,lucN, CI e¿ch
particular field of hese

otganizations are too dependent on States 0r governments to ignore
frontiers or surmount political opposition, Frontiers, being human con-
structions, die hard. But where our natural environment is concerned,
we cannot afford to be hampered by their existence, The survival of
the planet Earth will not be best served through diplomatic channels,

Roger CANS
Journalisl on the staff of the French daily newspaper Le Mondg pørrls
Tianslated from French
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Nature, øn oasis
Credit: WllF/F.

of peace - Swiss National Park.
Vollmar
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Origin of the provisions

Broadly speaking, the following factors prompted States to adopt
international rules concerning the protection of the environment:-a
growing awareness of the degradation of the environment, arcaliza-
tion of the threat to the environment posed by certain technical and
technological developments, and the obvious transnational charac-
ter of certain attacks on the environment.

flan

f the environment

The combination of these various factors led to the incorporation
of two provisions concerning the protection of the environment in
periods of international armed conflict into the 1977 protocol I:

"Article 35: Basic rules

(.. .)

3 .lt is prohibited to employ methods 0r means of warfare which
are intended, or which may be expected, to cause widespread, long-
term and severe damage to the natural environmentl'

"Article 55: Protection of the natural environment

l. Care shall be taken in warfare to protect the natural environment
again$ widespread, long{erm and severe damage. This protection
includes a prohibition of the use of methods or means of warfare
which are intended or which may be expected to cause such damage
to the natural environment and thereby to prejudice the health or
survival of the population.

2. Attacks against the natural environment by way of reprisals are
prohibitedl'

The wording of these two provisions is clear. But I believe we need
to take a brief look at the following points: the connection between
the two Articles, the meaning to be attributed to certain terms used,
and the relation between these provisions and other international rules.

The burden of inequality... when man and nature become fellow victims.
C red it : UNHCR / S. Erri n gton / I I I I I (Refugees).

LOOKING GLOBALLY

0n a global scale, environmentalproblems are increasing in magni-

tude. Some can be characterized as problems of nature protection

and have been the focus of IUCN\ work for a long time: e,g. deser-

tification, destruction of forests, whaling, and the exploitation of
Antarctica, Others are less familiar to IUCN, such as ozone deple-

tion, climate change, regulation of hazardous substances and waste,

development of nuclear energy, disarmament, and activities of mul-
tinationals in developing countries. All are interconnected and fre-
quently linked with the development of the Third World.

In the World Conservation Strategy, IUCN showed that it is aware

of these problems. But the report of the World Commission on En-

vironment and Development, )ur Common Future, indicates that
the problems are wider and deeper and that IUCN and other organi-

zations are $ill far from getting a grip on them,

IUCN AS A NON.GOVERNMENTAL

ORGANIZATION

Environmental NGOs are like ecosystems: their $ability and power

to survive under difficult circumstances are determined by the degree

of variety of their components. No environmental organization can

ever hope to be successful alone. The environmental movement can

only be powerful if it acts as a network in which the small and local

as well as the large and global organizations are respected and have

their place. In such a network, the larger organizations have the spe-

cial responsibility of maintaining the network, to ensure that every

organization can work where it is most useful and to close the gaps

that remain,

FUTURE ROLE OF IUCN

IUCN is unique in several ways, It is one of the few networks that
are not only global in name, but indeed have contacts also in the de-

veloping countries and Eastern Europe. Its membership composed

of governments and NG0s provides an opportunity to approach
governments directly, but also excludes positions or methods of op-
position which are too radical,

In spite of the World Conservation Strategy as a landmark in the
gradual transition from a nature protection to an environment pro-

tection organization, IUCN has remained principally the former type
of organization. As such it can rely on a sound and respected scien-

tific support and its work is of inestimable importance.

Looking to the future, however, I do not see an increased role for
such an oiganization in Europe.

Completion of the internal market structure by 1992 while ensuring

a high level of environmental quality within the EEC will be a tough
job demanding active and powerful lobbying in the member-States

and at the Community level. Vigorous opposition to environmental-

ly detrimentaldevelopments, sometimes via the courts, will be need-

ed. At the sarne time constructive alternatives mu$ be presented and

public awareness raised.

Neither in form nor in substance is this what IUCN is be$ equipped

to do. But there is no urgent need either, since the environmental

movement in the EEC is well organized and coordinated by the

European Environment Bureau (EEB). Those IUCN members that act

as pressure groups in their own countries are usually also members

of EEB. The only role I see for IUCN is a $ill stronger cooperation

wirh EEB.

A similar observation holds true for countries in the second circle.

In the third circle, the situation is different. The absence or weak-

ness of genuine NGOs in Eastern Europe lends extra importance to
the existing IUCN contacts with governments and governmental or-
ganizations. But this is at be$ a sub$itute. It will only be helpful
ifthe message remains clear and an excellent coordination is estab-

lished with other lVestern European organizations and with the NGOs

(in the real sense of the word) in Eastern Europe that are $ruggling
for their existence and often depend on the Western world for
information.

As stated, IUCN is one of the few organizations that operate on the

global level. Although European organizations are becoming more

active, their input is still weak. Important issues explored within the

United Nations family and other fora, such as protection of interna-

tional rivers and seas; abatement of air pollution, acidification, ozone

depletion, the greenhouse effects and soil erosion; regulation of the

transport and dumping of dangerous substances and waste; develop-

ment of nuclear power and the arms race; and, 0f course, sustain-

able development alldeserve more attention. If IUCN could expand

its role here, at its usual level of expertise and in cooperation with
other organizations, it would probably be the most efficient contri-
bution it could make.

But let us not forget that its present role is also needed more than
ever before. Although I am afraid that we are not yet winning, it
is wise to keep in mind the expression "Never change a winning

horse" !

Gerrit Vonkeman

Director of the Brussels Office
of the Institute for European Environmental Policy
(Bonn, Brussels, London, Paris)

ernational humanita

The treaties of fion-
ally confined t pro-
tection ofhum ltrey
turned their att dur-
ing armed conflicts.

It was not until 1977 that the fir$ legal rules which addressed these
issues came into force with the adoption of Additionsl protocol I
to the 1949 Geneva Conventions.

The connection between the two Articles

At first sight, these two apparently similar provisions might appear
to duplicate each other. But this is obviously not the case if one con-
siders the pJace they occupy in the systematic development of the treaty
and their intended purpose. Article 35, paragraph 3, is situated in
the context of the methods and means of warfare and is based in
particular on a fundamental principle of IHL, namely that it is pro-
hibited to inflict superfluous damage. It protects the environmeni
as such and its scope is therefore broadel than that ofArticle 55,

Ruslmg carcass oJ q canon surrounded by vegetatton desftoyect O! Agent
Orange(herbicide),Vietnam. Credit:l(lüF/ElizabethKemf.
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The lnternational Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources is celebrating its 40th anniversary. I should

like to extend my congratulations and warmest good wrshes for its fulure. I appreciate particularly the opportunity

to convey a message to IUCN inlhis Bulletin, for Switzerland was closely associated with the birth of IUCN and since

then has taken a special interest in its activities and development because the IUCN's Headquarters are located here.

As long ago as 1913, on the initiative of Paul Sarasin of Basel, a scientist and President of the Swiss League for the

Protection of Nature, a Consultative Commission was set up in Bern for the purpose of urging the governments of

every country to adopt joint measures to protect endangered specres of animals, rare plants and natural sites. Follow-

ing World War ll, another President of the Swiss League for the Protection of Nature, Charles J. Bernard, proposed

at an internationalconference held in 1941 aT Brunnen, in the Canton of Schwyz, that the Union be set up. lt was

founded, a year later, at the Château of Fontainebleau and Dr Bernard was appointed the first President.

The Union has had its Headquarters rn the Canton of Vaud since 1961. We were pleased to learn that rt plans to remain

here. The Swiss authorities, federal, cantonal and communal, intend to do their utmost so that the Union can con-

tinue to carry out its work under the best possible condittons.

ln its 40 years of existence, IUCN has become an irreplaceable instrument. The threats hanging over our planet, its

atmosphere, rts oceans, and its natural resources, simply underscore the necessity for IUCN's existence.

It is many hundreds of years since the first warnings were uttered about the damage being done to the natural environ-

ment by human activities. Communities have caused pollution and degradation since the earliest times and man-made

deserts are to be found throughout the world. Yet it was only forty years ago that the leading natural history and

conservation societies decided to band together to form the International Union for the Protectron of Nature, later

to become the lnternational Union for Conservatìon of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), Some might feelthat

this was leaving things rather late, others might say that it was just in iime. Whatever the case, the fact is that the

last forty years have witnessed the greatest and most sustained onslaught on the natural environment, and allthe
integrated systems that make life possible on this, our only planet, by the world's human population.

IUCN is the only international organization which brings together governments, government agencies and non-

governmental organizations with the sole purpose of protecting all forms of life on earth together with the systems

that make life possrble on this planet.

It was soon recognized that very large financial resources would be required to achieve effective conservation and,

not many years after the foundìng of lU CN, the World Wildlife Fund was established - later to become WWF - World

Wide Fund for Nature. From the very beginning WWF set out to become IUCN's closest partner and the two bodies

have shared a common headquarters for many years. All the WWF National Organizations are encouraged

It was in 1948, at the Fontaineb'leau Conference, that the lnternational Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural

Resources was founded on the joint initiative of Unesco and the Government of France.

Since then, the world has changed. ldeas, problems, and the balance of forces that dominate current developments

have undergone radical changes. lnternational cooperation has assumed a vastly different character and breadth. But

the conservation of natural resources is a more burning issue than it was at that time. The pressure exerted on the

soils, the effects of pollution, and the risks of global climatic changes have only exacerbated the problem of preserving

our natural heritage.

At the same time, a new consciousness has dawned, a consciousness of the need to preserve our environment and

of its fragìlity. The development of IUCN is very revealing in this respect. lt is no longer a small group of pioneers

in the protection of nature, or a handfulof scientists fascinated by botany and zoology. IUCN has become a complex

organization active in over 120 countries with 60 member States. lt has acquired a major role and responsibilities and

ranks among the leading internatlonal organizations. Unesco can be justly proud of the organization it helped bring

into being.

The fraternal relationships between Unesco and IUCN have grown into close and constructive collaboration. Unesco

can now count 0n IUCN and its network of scientists in the implementation of the action plan for the biosphere reserves

and of the Convention Concernrng the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage.

Action concerning biosphere reserves attempts to reconcile conservation and development. By striving to establish

a network of zones that include areas devoted to the conservatron of biological diversrty and those where rational

use is made of natural resources, Unesco and IUCN are helping erect solid bastions for the future.

The World Heritage Convention is an unrivalled instrument for ensuring the preservation of our common heritage,

both natural and cultural, lt establishes a duty to proteet and a shared responsibilrty for that heritage now considered

which-deals with the protection of the environment for the purpose
of safeguarding the survival or heslth of the civilion popitation,

The meaning to be athibuted to certain terms of Article 35, para-
graph 3, and Article 55 of Protocol I

The chief difficulty posed by these Articles is the e$ablishment of
a criticulthreshold above which attacks on the environment become
illicit acts or- to quote the Protocol - ,tause 

widespread, long{erm
and severe damage'l

Thi holdcouldnot ethat

+rt raph 3, and A dy ofthe the Diplomatic some
light on this que$ion.

s of extent, gravity and du-
the duration of the damage
(20 or 30 years minimum),

eld in conventional warfare
({91 e1qmnl9, artillery bombardment) would nor normally be pro-
hibited by these provisions.

However valuable they may be, these elements of definition do not
adequately address the issue. It is therefore to be feared that the lack
of precision in the definition of acts prohibited by Article 35, pan-
graph 3, and Article 55 may, if necessary, deprive these Articles of
much of their meaning.

War,mulilates but man, hand in hand with nature, rebuilds.
Crediti¡: UNHCR/H. Gloaguen/ 15029 (Refugee camp)

wwF

Relation between the futícles of Protocol I and othq international
rules

Attention is drawn in this context to the connection which exists be-
tween Article 35, paragraph 3, and Article 55 of protocol I and the
Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use
of Environmental Modification adopted in 1977 by the United
Nations.

The types'of attacks on the environment addressed in these two in-
hus vary considerably. Contrary to certain
the time of their signing, these two treaties
another, Rather, they are perfectly

The internationalcommunity has invested the ICRC with the role
of cu$odian of the Conventions and protocols and mandated it to
promote the understanding and dissemination of IHL. The ICRC
strives to ensure that the rules of Protocol I (which are cunently bind-
ing on onlyhalf the StateÐ will, like those of the 1949 Conventions,
soon be universally recognized.

The ICRC is convinced of the importance of the norms of prolocol
I, and encourages every initiative in favour ofthis in$rument, It was
therefore particularly gratified to learn of Resolution 2 of the l6th
GeneralAssembly of IUCN, which invites the States to ratify this
treaty in the near future.

Antoine A. Bouvier
Member ?tthe Legal Division of the International Commiuee of the Red
Cross (ICRC)*
* The views expressed in this article are personal and do not necessarily
reflect those of the ICRC.
Translated from French
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Today, we simply cannot do without the scientific studies of its Commissions, its continuous monitoring of the environment, its databases,
its contribution to the progress of international law on the protection of natúre, its contributiohs tô àãucation and training, to increasingpublic awareness, or t0 its commitment to protection of species.

The Unio tion national strategies derived from it make an appreciable contribution to the definition ofenvironm larly ld. Many dwelóping countries whose natural',ãroriórr are in jeopardy rely on the helpof the Un ly int ld, equipping lUön ir¡tr, th, nr.rrrur.y resources and means of action is no longer simplya questio a qu l.

We owe a debt^of gratitude to the lnternational Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources for the results it has obtainedover the past 40 years.

I fervently hope that it will continue and expand its activity in the years and decades to come for the good of the natural world and thereforefor the good of us all.

otto Stich
President of the Swiss Confederation
Translated from French

Director General

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco)
Translated from French

to become members of lucN, so that the whole WWF family can both contribute to, and benefit from, the work of this unique world organization.

I hav thoutthe knowledge, exquite effective and lastiñg co"The a working title. Thaiis ajoins on whatlt has achieved
years ahead.

HEH The Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh
President. WWF lnternational (World Wide Fund for Nature)

, IUCN plays a funda
ether it merits inclusi
provide assistance to
, which includes 288

c'mplementary, because many of these sites are also biosphere ,rrrlTo,llntt'unce 
takes on a symbolic value' The tw' programmes are

ln this way, Unesco and IUCN constantly coordinate their endeavours to promote the conservation of nature and its resources and thesearch for sustainable development. But they also reflect on the meaning of tiris action. What sfroutO úé conserved, why, how and by whom?
The seminar to be held at Fontainebleau on 4 and 5 October next will help provide answers to these questions.
What kind of world willwe,bequeathlo succeeding generations? We have an inescapable responsibility towards these generations. Weand only we must decide what kind of environmeniwe shalltransmit to them. rney Jrã iÀ n;ñ;itì;r to rell us what rheir needs will benor what they feel is lacking. But they will hold us responsible for what we have done tor tf.rer, Ìoi ¡rtter or for worse.

Federico Mayor
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